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1. Abstract 

Oracle recommends collecting object statistics pertaining to the data stored in the tables 
regularly. For partitioned tables, statistics may be collected at both partition level (“partition 
statistics”) and table level (“global statistics”). These statistics are primarily used by the cost-
based-query optimizer to choose an optimal execution plan for a SQL statement. It is therefore 
critical for the quality of the execution plan, that object statistics accurately reflect the state of 
the database objects. The number of distinct values (NDV) in a column, at table and partition 
level is a very critical statistic for the query optimizer.  

To determine the NDV, Oracle reads rows from the table and counts NDV for each column by 
performing an expensive aggregate operation over them. This aggregate operation involves 
sorting or hashing of the input rows, which may require exorbitant amounts of memory and CPU 
consumption especially if the table has millions of rows. Oracle tries to minimize the resource 
consumption by performing this aggregation on a subset of rows produced by statistically 
sampling the data. The statistics calculated from this sample is then scaled up to represent the 
entire population. The sample size required for accurately estimating the NDV depends on the 
data distribution of the columns.  

To get an accurate estimate of NDV, it is often necessary to use different sample sizes for 
different tables as well as different columns of the same table. Maintaining statistic with this kind 
of strategy is difficult and error prone. Moreover in some cases sampling just does not provide 
sufficient accuracy. For partitioned tables an accurate global NDV is also required for queries 
spanning more than one partition. Estimation of global NDV requires scanning all the partitions 
since global NDV cannot be calculated from partition NDVs. This can be problematic since 
partitioned tables generally are very large tables comprising of billions of rows. DBAs have only 
two options for such large partitioned/non partitioned tables a) Use a small sample size and run 
the risk of getting very inaccurate NDV or b) use a very large sample size and risk consuming 
exorbitant amounts of resources.   

Oracle 11g implements a new algorithm for calculating NDV, which solves all the above 
mentioned problems very effectively. This new algorithm scans the full table once to build a 
synopsis per column to calculate column NDV. In case of partitioned tables it builds column 
synopses for each partition and stores them in the data dictionary. It then merges these partition 
synopses to calculate the global NDV for each column. When the data changes, Oracle only re-
gathers the statistics for the changed partitions, updates their corresponding synopses and then 
derives the table level NDV without touching the unchanged partitions. 
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2. Object Statistics 

Object statistics for the table and indexes involved in an SQL statement is critical for the Cost 
Based query optimizer to arrive at an optimal execution plan. The object statistics include table 
statistics such as  number of rows in the table (num_rows), number of blocks (blocks), number 
of distinct values in each column (num_distinct), high and low value for each column (low_value, 
high_value), average column length for each column (avg_col_len) and data distribution of the 
column values in form of histograms. It also includes index statistics such as number of leaf 
blocks (leaf_blocks), height (blevel), number of distinct keys (distinct_keys) and clustering of the 
index relative to the table (clustering_factor). Of all the statistics mentioned above, number of 
distinct values for each column (NDV) is probably the most important statistic. NDV, in absence 
of histograms1, is used by the query optimizer to estimate cardinalities at each step of the 
execution plan and accurate cardinality estimate at each step in the plan is critical for the 
optimizer to choose an optimal plan. 

Object statistics are collected by running Oracle’s dbms_stats package, they are stored in data 
dictionary tables and exposed via dba_/all_/user_ views. Figure 1 shows the query that is used 
by dbms_stats to calculate statistics on table t1 with columns n1 and n2. It also explains how 
each statistic is calculated from selected columns (column aliases in the query are my addition). 
The query demonstrates the fact that Oracle reads rows from the table and applies multiple 
aggregate functions to calculate different statistical information about the table and its columns. 

 

 

 

SQL> create tablespace example  

  2  datafile '/fs01/oracle/oradata/DIR1/example.dbf' size 31069306880 

  3  autoextend on next 8192 maxsize 32767M 

  4  logging online permanent blocksize 8192 

  5  extent management local  

  6  uniform size 1048576 segment space management manual; 

 

Tablespace created. 

 

SQL> create table t1 (n1 number(10,0), n2 varchar2(30))  

  2  tablespace example nologging; 

 

Table created. 

 

SQL> insert /*+ append */ into t1  

  2  select object_id, object_id from dba_objects; 

 

69840 rows created. 

 

SQL> commit; 

 

Commit complete. 

 

 

 

http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/appdev.111/b28419/d_stats.htm#CIHEHDFB
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SQL> begin 

  2   for i in 1..5000 

  3   loop 

  4      insert /*+ append */ into t1 select * from t1; 

  5      commit; 

  6   end loop; 

  7  end; 

/ 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

SQL>exec dbms_stats.gather_table_stats 

  2           (ownname=>user, 

  3            tabname=>'T1', cascade=>false
2
 

  4            estimate_percent=>100,  

  5            method_opt=>'for all columns size 1');  

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

select count(*)                                 nr     , 

       count(n1)                                n1nr   , 

       count(distinct n1)                       n1ndv  , 

       sum(sys_op_opnsize(n1))                  n1sz   , 

       substrb(dump(min(n1),16,0,32),1,120)     n1low  , 

       substrb(dump(max(n1),16,0,32),1, 120)    n1high , 

       count(n2)                                n2nr   , 

       count(distinct n2)                       n2ndv  , 

       sum(sys_op_opnsize(n2))                  n2sz   , 

       substrb(dump(min(n2),16,0,32),1,120)     n2low  , 

       substrb(dump(max(n2),16,0,32),1, 120)    n2high 

from t1 t 

 

Statistic Calculation 

num_rows  Nr 

num_nulls (n1,n2) (nr – n1nr), (nr – n2nr) 

ndv (n1,n2) ndvn1, ndvn2 

high_value (n1,n2) n1high, n2high 

low_value(n1,n2) n1low, n2log 

avg_col_len (n1,n2) ceil(n1sz / n1nr) + 1, ceil(n2sz / n2nr) + 1 
 

 

 

Figure 1 

1. For keeping the discussion focused, this paper will assume that there is no histogram present on the columns. Calculation 
of NDV changes significantly in presence of histograms.  

2. Indexes do not play any role in calculation of NDVs except for special sanity checks hard coded into the query optimizer. 
With this in mind this paper will assume that there is no index present. Hence this dbms_stats parameter is irrelevant to 
the discussion. 
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Figure 1a below shows the calculated values (based on formulas in Figure 1) of each statistics 
along with the actual values calculated by Oracle (from user_tables, user_tab_col_statistics).  
Calculated values are calculated by running the query used by dbms_stats and then using the 
query results in the formulas from Figure 1. The actual values are queried directly from 
user_tab_col_statistics after running dbms_stats to gather statistics on table t1. The table t1 is 
same as the one created in Figure 1. From the output it is quite evident that the formulas above 
holds true in this case. 

 

 

SQL> begin 

  2     dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (ownname=>user, 

  3                                    tabname=>'T1', 

  4                                    cascade=>false, 

  5                                    estimate_percent=>100, 

  6                                    method_opt=>'for all columns size 1' 

  7                                   ); 

  8  end; 

  9  / 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

SQL>  

SQL> drop table t1_estimate_stats 

  2  / 

 

Table dropped. 

 

SQL>  

SQL> create table t1_estimate_stats as 

  2    select count(*)                                 nr     , 

  3           count(n1)                                n1nr   , 

  4           count(distinct n1)                       n1ndv  , 

  5           sum(sys_op_opnsize(n1))                  n1sz   , 

  6           substrb(dump(min(n1),16,0,32),1,120)     n1low  , 

  7           substrb(dump(max(n1),16,0,32),1, 120)    n1high , 

  8           count(n2)                                n2nr   , 

  9           count(distinct n2)                       n2ndv  , 

 10           sum(sys_op_opnsize(n2))                  n2sz   , 

 11           substrb(dump(min(n2),16,0,32),1,120)     n2low  , 

 12           substrb(dump(max(n2),16,0,32),1, 120)    n2high 

 13    from t1 t 

 14  / 

 

Table created. 

 

SQL>  

SQL> drop table t1_actual_stats 

  2  / 

 

Table dropped. 

 

SQL>  

SQL> create table t1_actual_stats 

  2  as 

  3    select num_rows nr, 

  4           (select num_distinct from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N1') n1ndv, 
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  5           (select num_distinct from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N2') n2ndv, 

  6           (select num_nulls    from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N1') n1null, 

  7           (select num_nulls    from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N2') n2null, 

  8           (select high_value   from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N1') n1high_value, 

  9           (select high_value   from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N2') n2high_value, 

 10           (select low_value    from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N1') n1low_value, 

 11           (select low_value    from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N2') n2low_value, 

 12           (select avg_col_len  from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N1') n1avg_col_len, 

 13           (select avg_col_len  from user_tab_col_statistics  

                where table_name='T1' and column_name='N2') n2avg_col_len 

 14     from user_tables 

 15  where table_name='T1' 

 16  / 

 

Table created. 

 

SQL>  

SQL> column name format a20; 

SQL> column actual_value format a20; 

SQL> column calculated_value format a30; 

SQL> select name        "name", 

  2         actual   "actual_value", 

  3         estimate "calculated_value" 

  4  from (select 'num_rows' name, 

  5               (select to_char(nr) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

  6               (select to_char(nr) from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

  7          from dual 

  8        union all 

  9        select 'n1_num_distinct' name, 

 10               (select to_char(n1ndv) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 11               (select to_char(n1ndv) from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 12          from dual 

 13        union all 

 14        select 'n2_num_distinct' name, 

 15               (select to_char(n2ndv) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 16               (select to_char(n2ndv) from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 17          from dual 

 18        union all 

 19        select 'n1_num_nulls' name, 

 20               (select to_char(n1null) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 21               (select to_char((nr-n1nr)) from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 22          from dual 

 23        union all 

 24        select 'n2_num_nulls' name, 

 25               (select to_char(n2null) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 26               (select to_char((nr-n2nr)) from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 27          from dual 
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 28        union all 

 29        select 'n1_high_value' name, 

 30               (select rawtohex(n1high_value) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 31               (select n1high from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 32          from dual 

 33        union all 

 34        select 'n2_high_value' name, 

 35               (select rawtohex(n2high_value) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 36               (select n2high from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 37          from dual 

 38        union all 

 39        select 'n1_low_value' name, 

 40               (select rawtohex(n1low_value) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 41               (select n1low from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 42          from dual 

 43        union all 

 44        select 'n2_low_value' name, 

 45               (select rawtohex(n2low_value) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 46               (select n2low from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 47          from dual 

 48        union all 

 49        select 'n1_avg_col_len' name, 

 50               (select to_char(n1avg_col_len) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 51               (select to_char(ceil(n1sz/n1nr)+1) from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 52          from dual 

 53        union all 

 54        select 'n2_avg_col_len' name, 

 55               (select to_char(n2avg_col_len) from t1_actual_stats) actual, 

 56               (select to_char(ceil(n2sz/n2nr)+1) from t1_estimate_stats) estimate 

 57          from dual 

 58      ) 

 59  / 

 

name                 actual_value         calculated_value 

-------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------ 

num_rows             285888512            285888512 

n1_num_distinct      69797                69797 

n2_num_distinct      69797                69797 

n1_num_nulls         9877                 9877 

n2_num_nulls         971                  971 

n1_high_value        C3082507             Typ=2 Len=4: c3,8,25,7 

n2_high_value        39393939             Typ=1 Len=4: 39,39,39,39 

n1_low_value         C102                 Typ=2 Len=2: c1,2 

n2_low_value         31                   Typ=1 Len=1: 31 

n1_avg_col_len       5                    5 

n2_avg_col_len       6                    6 

 

11 rows selected. 

 

Figure 1a 

(Empirical verification for the formulas in Figure 1) 
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Of all the aggregate functions in the query used by dbms_stats shown in Figure 1, the 
aggregate function (count (distinct ..)) applied to calculate the NDVs is the most expensive 
operation, especially when the number of rows in the table is considerably large. This is 
because, this operation requires sorting or hashing of all the rows selected. Figure 2 and 3 
illustrate this fact by comparing the time taken and the resources consumed by the query used 
by dbms_stats, with and without the NDV aggregation. Session statistics and time model 
statistics has been shown for both cases.  

It is evident from the time model statistics (DB CPU, sql execute elapsed time) that sql with NDV 
aggregation takes four times longer. Almost all of the difference in time is because of the CPU 
consumption. This CPU consumption cannot be attributed to consistent gets since statistics 
“session logical reads” and “physical reads” are same in both the cases. It is also evident that 
the higher CPU consumption is because of sorting 5717688323

 rows as the statistics “sort 
(rows)” is not present in case of sql without NDV aggregation. In this example we only have 
about 68000 distinct values in columns n1 and n2, which means “GROUP BY (SORT)” 
operation over 5717688323 rows, consumed only about 5MB of memory for optimal sorting as 
shown by value of one for statistic “workarea executions – optimal”. If there were many more 
distinct values, memory requirement would have gone up significantly, resulting in one-pass or 
multi-pass sort. If a multi-pass sort was performed, instead of in memory sort then the elapsed 
time would have been significantly higher because of higher IO activity to temporary tablespace.  

As shown in the examples, calculating accurate NDV is a very expensive operation for large 
tables. It is so expensive that calculating NDV of large warehouse tables, or an OLTP system 
with lots of very large tables, in this manner is impractical. To overcome this problem Oracle 
calculates the NDV by performing the aggregation on a subset of rows produced by sampling of 
the data. The statistics computed from the sample is then scaled up to represent the entire data 
set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. 571768832 = 2 * number of rows in the table. The “GROUP BY (SORT)” operation is carried out twice on the table since 
there are two count(distinct)  in the query corresponding to two different columns in the table; 
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1. SQL without NDV aggregation 
 

SQL> set autotrace traceonly statistics; 

SQL> set timing on; 

SQL> set echo on; 

SQL> select count(*)                                 nr     , 

  2         count(n1)                                n1nr   , 

  3         sum(sys_op_opnsize(n1))                  n1sz   , 

  4         substrb(dump(min(n1),16,0,32),1,120)     n1low  , 

  5         substrb(dump(max(n1),16,0,32),1, 120)    n1high , 

  6         count(n2)                                n2nr   , 

  7         sum(sys_op_opnsize(n2))                  n2sz   , 

  8         substrb(dump(min(n2),16,0,32),1,120)     n2low  , 

  9         substrb(dump(max(n2),16,0,32),1, 120)    n2high 

 10  from t1 t 

 11  / 

 

Elapsed: 00:04:12.38 

 

Statistics 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

          1  recursive calls 

          0  db block gets 

     620118  consistent gets 

     620011  physical reads 

          0  redo size 

        967  bytes sent via SQL*Net to client 

        420  bytes received via SQL*Net from client 

          2  SQL*Net roundtrips to/from client 

          0  sorts (memory) 

          0  sorts (disk) 

          1  rows processed 

 

 

Name                           Value 

------------------------------ ---------------------------- 

sql execute elapsed time       4.02   minutes 

DB CPU                         2.33   minutes 

session logical reads          620118 

table scans (long tables)      1 

session uga memory             2.01   MB 

session uga memory max         2.01   MB 

session pga memory             2.13   MB 

session pga memory max         2.13   MB 

  

 

Figure 2 
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2. SQL with NDV Aggregation 
 

SQL> set autotrace traceonly statistics; 

SQL> set timing on; 

SQL> select count(*)                                 nr     , 

  2         count(n1)                                n1nr   , 

  3         count(distinct n1)                       n1ndv  , 

  4         sum(sys_op_opnsize(n1))                  n1sz   , 

  5         substrb(dump(min(n1),16,0,32),1,120)     n1low  , 

  6         substrb(dump(max(n1),16,0,32),1, 120)    n1high , 

  7         count(n2)                                n2nr   , 

  8         count(distinct n2)                       n2ndv  , 

  9         sum(sys_op_opnsize(n2))                  n2sz   , 

 10         substrb(dump(min(n2),16,0,32),1,120)     n2low  , 

 11         substrb(dump(max(n2),16,0,32),1, 120)    n2high 

 12  from t1 t 

 13  / 

 

Elapsed: 00:16:57.25 

 

Statistics 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

          1  recursive calls 

          0  db block gets 

     620115  consistent gets 

     620011  physical reads 

          0  redo size 

       1087  bytes sent via SQL*Net to client 

        420  bytes received via SQL*Net from client 

          2  SQL*Net roundtrips to/from client 

          1  sorts (memory) 

          0  sorts (disk) 

1 rows processed 

 

Name                           Value 

------------------------------ ---------------------------- 

sql execute elapsed time       16.33      minutes 

DB CPU                         14.25      minutes 

table scans (long tables)      1 

workarea executions - optimal  1 

sorts (rows)                   571768832  

session logical reads          620118 

session uga memory             5.74       MB 

session uga memory max         5.74       MB 

session pga memory             5.75       MB 

session pga memory max         5.75       MB 

 

Figure 3 
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3. NDV and statistical sampling 

As demonstrated in previous section, calculation of NDV over the full table is exorbitantly 
expensive for large tables. To overcome this problem, Oracle introduced the concept of 
sampling i.e. calculating statistics over a subset of table rows, produced by statistically sampling 
the table. The statistics calculated over the sample is then scaled up to represent the whole 
table. There are two types of sampling supported by Oracle since version 8i. 

a) Row sampling 

Row sampling reads rows without regard to their physical placement on disk. This provides the 
most random data for estimates, but it can result in reading more data than necessary. For 
example, a row sample might select one row from each block, requiring a full scan of the table 
or index. 

b) Block sampling 

Block sampling reads a random sample of blocks and uses all of the rows in those blocks for 
estimates. This reduces the amount of I/O activity for a given sample size, but it can reduce the 
randomness of the sample if rows are not randomly distributed on disk. This can affect the 
quality of the estimate of number of distinct values. 

3.1 Row-Level Bernoulli Sampling (Row sampling) 

In row-level Bernoulli sampling with sampling rate p  (0, 1), Oracle performs a Bernoulli trial 
with probability for success as p, for each row. Each Bernoulli trial is independent of the other 
trials. This means that each row will be included in the sample with probability  and excluded 
from the sample with probability , independently of other rows.  

Sample size in this case is random but on an average (if we conduct the sampling many times) 
the sample size would be , where  is the number of rows in the table. If we assume that  is 
very large compared to  then using central-limit-theorem it can be shown that the true sampling 
rate, that is ratio between the sample size (  and table size ( ) is within  of the expected 

rate  with probability close to , where . Following equation 
expresses this statement formally. 

 

Figure 4 proves this statement formally. Figure 5 proves it empirically, it displays the output of a 
script that calculates a million one percent samples on a table with 65000 rows, and then plots 
the sample sizes against their probability of their occurrence. The plot shows that the sample 

size is normally distributed with its mean as  and standard deviation as , making 

the ratio between mean sample size and table size the expected rate . Since it is normally 
distributed, 95% of all sample sizes is within two standard deviations of the mean value, which 
would mean that the true ratio between sample size and table size is within two standard 
deviation of the expected rate . Equation (1) states the same fact in a formal manner. 

NDV calculated over the sample is then scaled up assuming that the sample size is . But as 
seen from the above formulae it is clear that the sample size is in a range around . If the 
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sample size is less than  then after scaling up our estimate of NDV would probably be low 
and if the sample size is more than  then after scaling up our estimate of NDV would 
probably be too high. This stems from the inherent randomness in the sample size under 
Bernoulli sampling. This range of error will go down significantly with larger N (number of rows).  

The other drawback of row-level Bernoulli sampling is its high IO cost. For this process each 
block of the table is read into the memory, and the Bernoulli trials are applied to each row in 
sequence. Therefore the full table needs to be scanned though it is possible that rows from 
some of the blocks may not make the sample at all.  

Theoretically it is possible to use an index on a not null column to reduce this IO cost. Suppose, 
for example, that there is a B-tree index on at least one not null column of the table to be 
sampled. Then we can sample by reading the leaf blocks of the index; a leaf page contains 
pointers to a subset of the rows in the table. For each leaf page read, the Bernoulli inclusion test 
is performed for each row whose pointer is on the page. If a row is included in the sample, the 
page containing the row is fetched from disk. The I/O cost of this scheme is roughly proportional 
to the number of index blocks stored on disk plus the number of blocks that contain an included 
row. For low sampling rates this cost will be lower than the I/O cost of a table scan. An 
alternative approach that does not require an index predicts the block of the next row to be 
sampled. With a very small sampling percentage, it is possible that the next row to be sampled 
is a few blocks away from the current row sampled. The sampling method then skips blocks to 
read the next row  

Unfortunately in testing it looks like Oracle does not use the index at all but it does use the 
second technique, when sampling percent is extremely small, which is rarely the case. It is not 
all that unfortunate since it can be shown that for a moderate number of rows per block, even a 
small sample size would result in at least on row from each block of the table to be in the 
sample. This statement is proven formally in Figure 6 below. In that case using the index would 
be a bad idea, especially if the index is not clustered. Moreover if at least one row from each 
block of the table is in the sample then, simulating in advance before accessing the block also 
will not help decrease the IO cost.  

3.2 Block-Level Bernoulli Sampling (Block sampling) 

In Block-level Bernoulli sampling Bernoulli trial is performed over each block instead of each 

row. As with row sampling, the probability of a block being included in the sample is , and 
probability of the block being excluded from the sample is . All the rows in each block in 
the sample are then used to build the row sample. Further processing on this row sample is 
same as in the case of the row-level Bernoulli sampling. 

Block-level Bernoulli sampling schemes avoid the high I/O costs associated with row-level 
sampling. For a sampling rate , the I/O cost of obtaining a page-level Bernoulli sample is 

roughly a fraction  of the cost of a full scan. A careful implementation of page-level sampling 
can fully exploit the pre fetching capabilities of the DBMS and minimize both I/O and CPU costs.  
But sampling at block level does result in inherent statistical imprecision in different statistics 
especially NDV4. This is further explored in detail in “sampling drawback section”. 

 

4. The main focus of this paper is number of distinct values (NDV). From here on this paper will only focus on NDV and 
ignore the other statistics such as num_rows and num_nulls. Estimation of other statistics is generally straight forward 
anyway. 
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Figure 4 

(Formal proof for equation (1)) 
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SQL> create tablespace example datafile  

        ‘/fs01/oracle/oradata/DIR1/example01.dbf’ size 31069306880 

  2    autoextend on next 8192 maxsize 32767M 

  3    logging online permanent blocksize 8192 

  4      extent management local uniform size 1048576  

  5      segment space management manual; 

 

Tablespace created 

 

SQL> drop table t99 

2 / 

 

Table dropped. 

 

SQL> create table t99 tablespace example 

  2   as 

  3   select dbms_random.normal 

  4        from dba_objects 

  5  / 

 

Table created. 

 

SQL> drop table t99_count 

2 / 

 

Table dropped. 

 

SQL> create table t99_count (cnt number) 

2 / 

 

Table created. 

 

SQL> -- Run the sampling a million times and store the sample  

-- size in a table 

SQL> declare 

  2  type t_tab IS TABLE OF t99_count%rowtype; 

  3  l_tab  t_tab := t_tab(); 

  4  begin 

  5    for i in 1 .. 1000000 

  6    loop 

  7       l_tab.extend; 

  8       select count(*) 

  9         into l_tab(l_tab.last).cnt 

 10         from  t99 sample(1); 

 11       if ( mod(i,1000) = 0 ) 

 12       then 
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 13          for j in l_tab.first .. l_tab.last 

 14          loop 

 15             insert into t99_count (cnt) values ( l_tab(j).cnt ); 

 16          end loop; 

 17          commit; 

 18          l_tab := t_tab(); 

 19       end if; 

 20    end loop; 

 21  end; 

 22  / 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

-- Query the sample size and their probabilities to be plotted below 

select val sample_size, 

       cnt/total_cnt probability 

  from (select cnt val, 

               count(*) over (partition by cnt) cnt , 

               row_number() over (partition by cnt order by rowid) rn, 

               count(*) over() total_cnt 

        from t99_count 

       ) 

  where rn = 1 

  2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   

SQL> / 

 

Sample_size Probability 

----------  ----------- 

582        0.000001 

584        0.000003 

586        0.000001 

...         ... 

...         ... 

...         ... 

696        0.015499 

697        0.014995 

698        0.015292 

...         ... 

...         ... 

...         ... 

814        0.000004 

815        0.000002 

820        0.000001 

 

226 rows selected. 
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Figure 5 

(Empirical proof for equation (1)) 
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It is assumed that every block is read only once. This is a valid assumption when reading the 
table using a full table scan. 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 
Plotting the above equation for m=10,15,20,30,50,100 it is evident that for moderate sized m, 
even for a small sample rate, there is one row from almost each block in the sample. So for 
most of the practical systems it is quite safe to assume that row level sampling would end up 
reading the full table. 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 6 
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3.3 Estimating table level NDV from sample 

The previous sections discussed how Oracle builds a sample of table rows to avoid performing 
aggregations over the full table. Oracle calculates the table statistics over this sample and then 
scales it up to represent the full table. Figure 7 below shows the query used by Oracle to 
calculate sample statistics. This section looks at the details of how this scale up is done for NDV 
since NDV is the sole focus of this paper. Moreover the scale up for other statistics is quite 
straight forward and intuitive.   

From my detailed testing and exhaustive verification it seems that the relation between NDV 
from the sample and the final NDV stored in dba_tab_col_statistics by dbms_stats, which 
represents the NDV at table level, is very close to the following equation. The following equation 
is obtained by simplifying a general equation by assuming uniform distribution of data for the 
particular column i.e. each distinct value has same cardinality. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The above terms will be clearer below when these are shown in the context of the query used 
by dbms_stats to gather statistics for table t1 with columns n1 and n2. The following will also 
show how each value is obtained from the results of the query.  

select count(*)                                 nr     , 

       count(n1)                                n1nr   , 

       count(distinct n1)                       n1ndv  , 

       sum(sys_op_opnsize(n1))                  n1sz   , 

       substrb(dump(min(n1),16,0,32),1,120)     n1low  , 

       substrb(dump(max(n1),16,0,32),1, 120)    n1high , 

       count(n2)                                n2nr   , 

       count(distinct n2)                       n2ndv  , 

       sum(sys_op_opnsize(n2))                  n2sz   , 

       substrb(dump(min(n2),16,0,32),1,120)     n2low  , 

       substrb(dump(max(n2),16,0,32),1, 120)    n2high 

from t1 sample ( 1.0000000) t 

 

For Column n1: 
 

 n1ndv 

 n1nr 

Estimate Percent (e) 1.0000000 

  * (100/e) 

 Calculated using equation(2) 
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For Column n2: 

 n2ndv 

 n2nr 

Estimate Percent (e) 1.0000000 

  * (100/e) 

 Calculated using equation(2) 

 
For testing this formula empirically, five sets of numeric data in a table of 1000,000 rows is 
created. First three of the data sets will each have 50,000 distinct values and 20 rows for each 
value, but the distribution of these distinct values across the rows is different in each set.  First 
data set is scattered very evenly throughout the table. Second data set is clustered very tightly. 
Third data set uses dbms_random package to scatter the values uniformly Fourth data set is 
generated from “normal distribution function” available in dbms_random package hence the 
fourth data set is normally distributed. Fifth data set uses the  procedure 
to generate an approximate lognormal distribution. To make the example complete and more 
realistic 2000 null values are inserted into each column. 
 
 

create table t101 

as 

with milli_row as ( 

   select /*+ materialize */ 

          rownum 

          from all_objects 

    where rownum <= 1000 

) 

select mod(rownum-1, 50000)                   scattered, 

       trunc((rownum-1)/20)                   clustered, 

       trunc(dbms_random.value(0,50000))      uniform, 

       trunc(7000 * dbms_random.normal)       normal, 

       trunc(7000 * exp(dbms_random.normal))  lognormal 

from 

                milli_row       m1, 

                milli_row       m2 

where 

                rownum <= 1000000 

; 
 
insert into t101 

  select null,null,null,null,null 

   from all_objects where rownum < 2000 

; 

 

This distribution of data in all five columns is displayed as a histogram in Figure 8 below. To run 
the test, code in Figure 9 is run. This code first creates tables to hold the results of the test. It 
then runs the procedure  twice, first for row sampling and then for block sampling. 
The source code of this procedure is in the resources zip file.  
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SQL> -- Row level Bernoulli sampling example 
SQL>  

SQL> begin 

  2     dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (ownname=>user, 

  3                                    tabname=>'T1', 

  4                                    cascade=>false, 

  5                                    estimate_percent=>1, 

  6                                    method_opt=>'for all columns size 1' 

  7                                   ); 

  8  end; 

  9  / 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

select count(*), count("N1"), count(distinct "N1"),  

       sum(sys_op_opnsize("N1")),  

       substrb(dump(min("N1"),16,0,32),1,120),  

       substrb(dump(max("N1"),16,0,32),1,120),  

       count("N2"), count(distinct "N2"),  

       sum(sys_op_opnsize("N2")), 

       substrb(dump(min("N2"),16,0,32),1,120),  

       substrb(dump(max("N2"),16,0,32),1,120) 

from "AP349"."T1" sample (  1.0000000000) t 

 

SQL> -- Block level Bernoulli sampling example 
SQL>  

SQL> begin 

  2     dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (ownname=>user, 

  3                                    tabname=>'T1', 

  4                                    cascade=>false, 

  5                                    estimate_percent=>1, 

  6                                    block_sample => true, 

  7                                    method_opt=>'for all columns size 1' 

  8                                   ); 

  9  end; 

 10  / 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

select count(*), count("N1"), count(distinct "N1"),  

       sum(sys_op_opnsize("N1")),  

       substrb(dump(min("N1"),16,0,32),1,120),  

       substrb(dump(max("N1"),16,0,32),1,120),  

       count("N2"), count(distinct "N2"),  

       sum(sys_op_opnsize("N2")), 

       substrb(dump(min("N2"),16,0,32),1,120),  

       substrb(dump(max("N2"),16,0,32),1,120) 

from "AP349"."T1" sample block (  1.0000000000) t 

 

 

Figure 7 
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Figure 8 
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SQL> create table results_table 

  2  ( table_name varchar2(30), 

  3    column_name varchar2(30), 

  4    estimate_percent number(10,0), 

  5    nr number(10,0), 

  6    ns number(10,0), 

  7    nd number(10,0), 

  8    cnd number(10,0), 

  9    rnd number(10,0), 

 10    error_nd_calculation number(20,10), 

 11    edv number(10,0) 

 12  ) 

 13  / 

 

Table created. 

 

SQL> create table results_table_block 

  2  ( table_name varchar2(30), 

  3    column_name varchar2(30), 

  4    estimate_percent number(10,0), 

  5    nr number(10,0), 

  6    ns number(10,0), 

  7    nd number(10,0), 

  8    cnd number(10,0), 

  9    rnd number(10,0), 

 10    error_nd_calculation number(20,10), 

 11    edv number(10,0) 

 12  ) 

 13  / 

 

Table created. 

 

SQL>  

SQL> set echo off 

 

Procedure created. 

 

SQL> exec verify_NDV('T101');  /* Test for Row sampling */ 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 
SQL> exec verify_NDV('T101', true);  /* Test for Block sampling */ 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

Figure 9 
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The procedure verify_NDV loops 10 times from 10 to 100 setting the loop variable in multiples of 
10. Within each loop it does the following 
 

a)   Gather statistics on table t101 using the loop variable as estimate percent. 
b)   Runs the query used by dbms_stats with same sample percent. 
c)   Loops for each column in the table 
d)   For the particular column derives all the variables in equation (2)  except   from the    

query results in step b) 

e)   Substitutes all the results obtained above in equation (2) and derive   using bi-section 
method. 

f)   Select the NDV calculated by dbms_stats from user_tab_col_statistics 
g)   Inserts the results i.e. table_name, column_name, sample size (Ns), estimate percent, 

number of distinct values in the sample (Nev), Calculated number of distinct values (  ), 
num_distinct calculated by dbms_stats and error percent i.e. percent difference between 

calculated num_distinct ( ) and num_distinct calculated by dbms_stats. 
 
The above procedure is run twice, first for row sampling and second for block sampling. Results 
of both processes are show below 
 
Row Sampling: 
 
 

Estimate Percent Scattered Clustered Uniform Normal Lognormal

10 0.15 0.27 0.11 0.15 0.05

20 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.43 0.32

30 0.01 0.01 0 0.18 0.26

40 0 0 0.03 0.01 0.62

50 0 0 0 0.07 0.34

60 0 0 0 0.04 0.09

70 0 0 0 0.16 0.04

80 0 0 0 0.08 0.01

90 0 0 0 0.01 0.17

100 0 0 0 0 0

Percent Error

 
 
 
The above table shows that the percent error is quite low. It is well within the range of sampling 
difference that can occur between dbms_stats’s sampling and the query sampling that the test 
procedure runs to verify the equation (2). Sampling of rows is not deterministic i.e. every time 
the table is sampled the sample can be different. Sample size can be shown to be within a 
range, as shown by equation (1) on page 10 but there is no guarantee that elements in the 
sample will be the same. Therefore even if the sample sizes are same, number of distinct 
values in the sample can be different resulting into different calculated NDV for the table. 
Moreover since the sampling is not deterministic, this result will not be reproducible precisely. 
Each run of the procedure will give a different result but all the results should be close. 
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Block Sampling: 
 
The table below shows the results for the block sampling. It does show some high percent 
errors. But the row sample obtained from block sampling is not very deterministic. Difference 
between row sample sizes across two block samples could itself be sometimes be in range of 
30-40 percent. The reason is that, even if the block sample is different by one block the row 
sample difference is multiplied by number of rows / block. One way to test this somewhat more 
deterministically is to generate a test case with one row/block.  
 

Estimate Percent Scattered Clustered Uniform Normal Lognormal

10 52.23 53.53 3.26 12.37 22.45

20 1.88 49.38 0.79 7.21 15.32

30 0.2 38.7 0.33 7.29 15.56

40 0 5.6 0.04 0.65 2.25

50 0 3.61 0 0.59 1.52

60 0 39.79 0.01 4.55 11.55

70 0 1.98 0 0.45 0.7

80 0 7.87 0 0.93 2.61

90 0 0.39 0 0.09 0.15

100 0 0 0 0 0

Percent Error

 
 
The table below shows the results for the same data as table t101 but this time in a table with 
two rows / block.  
 

Estimate Percent Scattered Clustered Uniform Normal Lognormal

10 0.3 0.4 0.27 0.45 0.63

20 0.77 7.35 0.21 1.48 2.4

30 0.08 0.45 0.03 0.3 0.15

40 0 2.72 0.01 0.23 0.81

50 0 0.98 0 0.01 0.64

60 0 1.91 0 0.38 0.53

70 0 0.06 0 0.18 0.13

80 0 0.82 0 0.11 0.2

90 0 0.15 0 0.05 0.15

100 0 0 0 0 0

Percent Error

 
 
With two rows / block the percent error goes down significantly. It is now well within the range to 
be caused by sampling randomness. This result confirms the accuracy of equation (2) for all 
practical purposes. It may need some further refinement to nail down the cause of the error to 
be the sampling randomness. Even if the error is because of incompleteness in equation (2), the 
results show that if not precise, it is very close to the real equation. For people with 
mathematical interest a formal mathematical proof is show in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 

(Formal mathematical proof for equation (2) ) 
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3.4 Drawbacks of sampling 

As discussed so far, there are two main problems with calculating accurate NDV for a column 
using the full set of data. a) Scanning the full table is very expensive, especially for a large table. 
b) Sorting a large set of rows to get a list of all distinct values is CPU intensive for in memory 
sort, and can result in lots of IO to temp space for multi pass sorts. To overcome this Oracle 
followed a standard rule from statistics i.e. if it is not possible to use the full population to derive 
a statistic, use a uniform random sample of the population to derive the statistic, and scale it up 
to represent the full population. Then the question comes up, what should be considered as the 
population?  Is it the table blocks or the table rows?  Which leads to two kinds of sampling, 
block sampling which treats all the blocks as population and row sampling that treat all the rows 
as the population? Block sampling solves both the problems i.e. it scans only a fraction of table 
blocks and then sorts the rows in those blocks. Row sampling only addresses the second 
problem i.e. it scans the full table but only sorts a fraction of it.  
 
In most cases sampling does provide sufficient accuracy for the query optimizer to arrive at an 
optimal or close to optimal plan, since optimizer only needs representative NDV. But there are 
often cases where better accuracy is needed. Following are some of the reasons for the 
inaccuracies in the NDV calculation.  
 

a)   Randomness in sampling results in randomness in sample size. If we use 10% sample 
size, there is no guarantee that at the end of the scan there will be 10% of table rows in 
the sample. The number of rows (for row sampling) or number of blocks (for block 
sampling) in the sample follows a normal distribution with a spread that depends on 
number of rows in the table. But when the NDV is scaled up it is assumed that the 
sample size is precisely 10% of the rows.  This can introduce some kind of over or under 
estimation. This error will generally be small for row level sampling. But in the case of 
block sampling the error can be significant since the error is multiplied by number of 
rows in the block. This was discussed in more detail in the previous sections. 
 

b)   Sample size is very important for getting good representative statistics. Default setting 
generally meets the need for lots of tables, but for some tables ideal sample size has to 
be decided experimentally. That means some amount of work on part of DBA’s to get 
this information and write some kind of program to gather statistics on those tables with 
the right sample size. The DBA’s also need to keep checking at regular intervals that 
data distribution in the table has not changed enough to require a different sample size. 

 
c)   As discussed before, the scale up of NDV is done based on assumption of uniform 

distribution, which is a practical assumption when nothing is known about the data 
distribution. But it also means that this assumption is wrong for most of the data 
distributions, resulting in some amount of under or over estimation of NDV and other 
statistics. 

 
d)   Block sampling can result in large errors for clustered data. If one single value is 

clustered in couple of blocks and our sampling results in selection of these blocks in our 
sample, it would result in big under estimation if most of the other blocks hold lots of 
distinct values. This problem can also work the other way, resulting into a high over 
estimation. This is because block sampling assumes all blocks are statistically same i.e. 
they have statistically similar data. Since block sampling deals with set of rows, anything 
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that has potential to cause small errors in row sampling, will result in larger errors in 
block sampling. Because of this, the default setting in Oracle is to use row sampling. 
 
Since block sampling has poor accuracy and large variance, this paper is going to ignore   
block sampling from here on. Moreover the default in oracle is also row sampling. Block 
sampling has its place and is preferable in some cases, but those cases are very few 
and special. Moreover block sampling is very similar to row sampling. The only 
difference is how the row sample is built, by uniformly sampling the rows or by uniformly 
sampling the blocks and using all the rows in the block as a row sample.  
 

e)   Row sampling treats all rows the same. That means every row has an equal chance of 
making it to the sample which is good for calculating number of rows in the table but it 
can be very inaccurate for calculating number of distinct values in a column. This is 
because in this method a value which occurs many times in the table has much higher 
probability to make it into the sample than the value that occurs very few times. The 
ideal sampling to calculate NDV would be the one which provides each distinct value 
with equal probability of making it into the sample. In other words instead of uniform 
random sample of all the rows, a uniform random sample of all distinct values would be 
ideal for calculating NDV. 

 
The following tables compare the accuracy of both sampling methods at different sample sizes 
for all the columns in table t101 created in section 3.3 above and table t109 created in the same 
way as table t101 but with 300,000,000 rows instead of 1,000,000 rows. (PL/SQL code to 
generate this report is in sampling_accuracy_t101.sql and sampling_accuracy_t109.sql. Due to 
random nature of sampling these results will not be reproducible). Sampling rate for table t109 
spans 1-10%, since for large tables most sites use sampling rates in that range. 
 
 
 

 

  

 

Estimate Scattered Clustered Uniform Normal Lognormal 

Percent Row Block Row Block Row Block Row Block Row Block 

10 1 0.98 1 0.2 0.98 1 0.71 0.8 0.46 0.59 

20 1 0.96 1 0.15 0.99 0.98 0.8 0.75 0.59 0.53 

30 1 1 1 0.26 1 1 0.86 0.84 0.67 0.65 

40 1 1 1 0.3 1 1 0.89 0.85 0.75 0.68 

50 1 1 1 0.52 1 1 0.92 0.93 0.8 0.82 

60 1 1 1 0.46 1 1 0.94 0.91 0.85 0.78 

70 1 1 1 0.72 1 1 0.96 0.96 0.9 0.9 

80 1 1 1 0.81 1 1 0.98 0.98 0.93 0.94 

90 1 1 1 0.87 1 1 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 

100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Estimate Scattered Clustered Uniform Normal Lognormal 

Percent Row Block Row Block Row Block Row Block Row Block 

1 1 0.77 1 0.01 0.86 0.85 0.74 0.74 0.33 0.32 

2 1 0.89 1 0.02 0.87 0.88 0.79 0.79 0.4 0.41 

3 1 0.68 1 0.03 0.87 0.87 0.81 0.81 0.44 0.44 

4 1 0.95 1 0.04 0.87 0.87 0.83 0.83 0.48 0.47 

5 1 0.96 1 0.05 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.5 0.51 

6 1 0.98 1 0.06 0.87 0.88 0.85 0.86 0.53 0.54 

7 1 0.93 1 0.07 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.55 0.55 

8 1 0.95 1 0.08 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.56 0.56 

9 1 0.94 1 0.09 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.58 0.58 

10 1 0.98 1 0.1 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.6 0.6 

 
 
From the above it can be noticed that 
 

a)   For column scattered, the rows are uniformly distributed amongst both the blocks and 
distinct values. Accuracy rate is perfect for both block and row sampling. This kind of 
distribution is perfect for statistical sampling. But this distribution is far from realistic 

b)   For column clustered, the rows are uniformly distributed amongst distinct values but not 
amongst the blocks i.e. most of the blocks contain very few distinct values. Accuracy 
rate is perfect for row sampling but abysmal for block sampling which also meets the 
expectation. But this distribution is also far from realistic. 

c)   For column uniform, the rows are more or less uniformly distributed amongst distinct 
values and blocks. Accuracy rate is quite accurate for both row and block sampling. This 
kind of distribution is also perfect for statistical sampling. If column has data distribution 
close to uniform then row sampling would provide very accurate NDV. 

d)   For columns normal accuracy rate is good for both row and block sampling. So if most 
of the columns have normal data distribution, any sampling would be accurate even at a 
lower sample rate. 

e)   For column lognormal, accuracy rates are not all that good at lower sample rate but 
improve significantly at higher sample rates. This is what should be expected with real 
life data since real life data is far from uniform. 

 
Further away the data distribution is from uniform, the worse would be the accuracy rate, 
especially at lower sampling rates. There are few cases where accuracy rate is dead on, and in 
some other cases accuracy rate is very close. But the main problem is that the accuracy rate is 
all over the place. There is no lower or upper bound to the accuracy rate. The error rate vastly 
depends on the data distribution of the column. Accuracy rate may improve with increase in 
sampling rate but that may not happen for all the data distributions, moreover if only higher 
sample rate provides accurate NDV, then the whole purpose of sampling is defeated, since as 
the sampling rate goes higher the resource consumption due to sorting goes higher and this 
was the problem which sampling was supposed to overcome in the first place. Also the process 
is not deterministic i.e. if the same process is run more than once, each time the NDV will be 
different. There is no guarantee on the variance of NDV obtained by running the process 
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multiple times. There is a guarantee on variance of the sample size, since it is normally 
distributed but NDV has nothing to do with sample size in a non uniform distribution. 
 
Starting with Oracle9i adaptive sampling was introduced where Oracle uses a technique for 
automatically determining the adequate sampling rate for the data distribution. This is done via 
an iterative approach. Oracle starts with a small block sample. It then does some statistical 
analysis on the data returned by this small block sample. Based on this statistical analysis, it 
decides the optimal sample size for each column, and uses this optimal sampling rate to scan 
the table again. Based on this fresh data, it may decide that some columns need larger sample.  
In the next iteration of sampling Oracle gathers information for only those columns that need 
larger sample. This process seems to continue till the statistics is stable (i.e. within a predefined 
error rate).  This process does improve the accuracy rate in some cases but it results in multiple 
scans of the table and most of the problems mentioned above still remain i.e. no guarantee for 
accuracy rate, no distribution independence, no guarantee of improvement in accuracy rate with 
increase in sample size, and no guarantee on spread of accuracy rate. 
 
To overcome these inaccuracies, Oracle has some hard coded sanity checks in the optimizer 
that detects some boundary cases of over and under estimation of NDV and makes appropriate 
adjustments. Oracle also provides dynamic sampling which can be used as hints to overcome 
these inaccuracies. But any number of sanity checks, dynamic sampling, adaptive sampling or 
any kind of a bandage solution cannot replace a real need for a new algorithm that uses a 
uniform sample of distinct values instead of uniform sample of all the rows for calculating NDV 
for a column. 
 

4. NDV and distinct sampling 

As discussed so far, with uniform row sampling there is no bound on the accuracy/error rate of 
the NDV calculated. There is also no formal relation between sampling rate and the accuracy 
rate. There is a relation between sample rate and the sample size (i.e. more rows make it to the 
sample with higher sample rate), but this may not result in sufficient number of distinct values 
making into the sample, improving the accuracy for NDV, since the sample consists of a rows 
selected uniformly from all the rows not from all the distinct values in the column. What is 
needed for predictable, accurate NDV calculation for all kinds of distribution is a uniform random 
sample of all the distinct values instead of uniform random sample of all the rows. 
 
Uniform random sample of all distinct values for each column is easier said than done. To get a 
uniform random sample of all distinct values, oracle will have to a) Scan the table and collect all 
the distinct values for each column. b) For each column generate a uniform random sample 
from these distinct values. This can effectively be seen as two pass distinct sampling. First pass 
scans the full table and second pass samples the distinct values uniformly. But the second step 
is unnecessary since after step a) oracle can just count the number of distinct values. The 
problem is that step a) will require large amounts of memory if there is significantly large number 
of distinct values. It would also mean comparison of each column value to all the distinct column 
values already scanned, resulting in high amount of CPU consumption. Step a) is exactly what 
is done by GROUP BY (SORT) operation to satisfy count (distinct column_name) operation, 
moreover in this case the distinct aggregation will be done on the full data set, which uniform 
random sampling was supposed to eliminate in the first place. Obviously a better algorithm is 
needed and that better algorithm is one pass distinct sampling introduced in oracle 11g. 
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4.1 One Pass Distinct Sampling 

One pass distinct sampling creates a uniform random sample of the distinct values in a single 
scan of the table. This sample is also referred to as synopsis in the literature. One pass distinct 
sampling creates one synopsis for each column. During the scan each column value is mapped 
to a selected domain of values. The mapping function is implemented with a uniform hash 
function. If the resultant domain value does not exist in the synopsis, the domain value is added 
to the synopsis. If the synopsis reaches is predefined capacity, a portion of domain values are 
discarded from the synopsis (This is termed as splitting the domain). If any of the column value 
map to the discarded domain, it is not added to the synopsis. NDV is approximated based on 
the number (N) of the domain values in the synopsis and the portion of the domain that is 
represented in the synopsis relative to the size of domain. For example if the portion of domain 
represented in the synopsis is ¼ the select domain, the estimated NDV is calculated as . 
Figure 11 explains this algorithm with a flow chart. 
 

4.1.1 Selected Domain 
 
Oracle uses a 64 bit hash value as the selected domain. Each column value is mapped to one 
of the values in this domain uniformly. Splitting of the domain is achieved by removing all the 
hash values with any of leading d bits as one or zero, discarding either the upper half or the 
lower half of the domain respectively. For example, for the first split all values with leading first 
bit as one/zero is removed, for the second split all values with one/zero in the second bit is 
removed and so on. Removing all values with first bit as one/zero effectively means reducing 
the domain by half. Discarding all hash values with second bit as one/zero means reducing the 
domain by 1/4th and so on. Though each split can independently discard the upper or lower half 
of the domain, but it’s a good idea to be consistent during each split and always remove the 
same half.   
 

4.1.2 Uniform Hash Function 
 
Column values are mapped to a 64 bit hash value uniformly by a hash function. This hash 
function makes sure that each of the 64 bits has an equal probability of being 0 or 1; 
independent of other bits i.e. the hash function is free of any bit bias and the values are spread 
across the domain uniformly i.e. two equal sized portion of the selected domain will contain 
same number of values.  
 
This means that oracle stores these hash values in the synopsis and not the actual values. This 
can result in underestimation if there is hash collision for two different distinct values because 
oracle counts the distinct hash values instead of column values. But with 64 bit hash values it 
can be mathematically proven that probability of hash collisions is negligible until number of 
distinct values in a column comes close to number of possible hash values (264). For all practical 
purposes number of distinct values in a column will be many orders of magnitude lower than 264.  
 

4.1.3 Accuracy of Counting Hash Values 
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Every value in the column has equal probability of being mapped to one of the 2k hash values. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
                                           

 
This shows that number of distinct hash values is effectively same as the number of distinct 
values for all practical purposes. So the error due to counting distinct hash value instead of the 
column value can be ignored. 
                               

4.1.4 Approximate NDV algorithm 
  
Oracle calls its implementation of distinct sampling as Approximate NDV algorithm. This 
algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 12 with a flow chart. Figure 11 below demonstrates the 
algorithm using pseudo code.   
 

In the algorithm described in Figure 11 below,  denotes the synopses containing up to  
distinct hash values and  is an integer that represents number of times the domain of the 

selected hash values has been split. At the start of algorithm the synopsis  is empty and  is 
zero. 
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Figure 11 

Pseudo code for Approximate NDV algorithm  

(From oracle’s patent application No: 60/859,817) 

 

The algorithm iterates over all the column values  in order (Line 3-17). Each 

column value is mapped to a hash value in the selected domain using a uniform hash function 
(Line 5). This hash value is added to the synopses if it does not already exist in the synopses, 
has leading  bits zero (Line 6) and synopses has not reached its maximum size  (Line 8). At 

any point in time, the synopses  contain all hash values  for column values seen so far, 

such that the first d bits in the hash value are zero. This means that at any point in time, the 

synopses represents  of the selected hash value domain, and the number of distinct values 

in the synopses is approximately of the number of distinct hash values seen so far.  
 

The algorithm starts with  (Line 2). Whenever the synopsis S becomes full (i.e. it has N 
hash values) and another hash value needs to be added into it, it is split in two parts. This split 
is achieved by removing all hash values from S which has one in d+1 most significant bit (Line 
12), discarding the upper half of the selected domain. The level d is then incremented by 1 (Line 
11).   
 
When the algorithm ends, the size of the synopsis S is the number of distinct hash values 

observed from a  portion of the total selected hash value domain. Therefore the total number 

of distinct hash values in the column is approximately  times the size of the synopses S (Line 
18).  

http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20080120275/description.html
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Figure 12 

(From oracle’s patent application No. 60/859,817)  

http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20080120275/description.html
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4.1.5 Accuracy of Approximate NDV algorithm 
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The above formula shows that estimated NDV using this algorithm has an expected value that is 
same as the NDV in the column and the standard deviation of the estimated NDV distribution is 
also very low. In other words if this algorithm is repeated over the same data hundred times, the 
NDV estimated by this algorithm will be within two percent of the exact NDV 95 times and will be 
within three percent of exact NDV 99 times, independent of the data distribution in the column. 
This is a huge improvement over the sampling accuracy in many ways. It provides an accuracy 
and variance guarantee and its accuracy or variance is independent of the data distribution. 

   

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

% Scattered Clustered Uniform Normal Lognormal 

10 1 1 0.88 0.88 0.6 

20 1 1 0.91 0.92 0.7 

30 1 1 0.93 0.94 0.77 

40 1 1 0.95 0.95 0.82 

50 1 1 0.97 0.96 0.86 

60 1 1 0.98 0.98 0.9 

70 1 1 0.99 0.98 0.93 

80 1 1 0.99 0.99 0.95 

90 1 1 1 0.99 0.98 

100 1 1 1 1 1 

Approximate NDV 1 0.99 1 0.99 0.98 

 

 

 
Scattered Clustered Uniform Normal Lognormal 

% Total CPU Total CPU Total CPU Total CPU Total CPU 

10 16 9 16 9 16 9 16 9 16 9 

20 26 17 26 17 26 17 26 17 26 17 

30 37 25 37 25 37 25 37 25 37 25 

40 48 33 48 33 48 33 48 33 48 33 

50 59 41 59 41 59 41 59 41 59 41 

60 90 55 90 55 90 55 90 55 90 55 

70 79 57 79 57 79 57 79 57 79 57 

80 90 65 90 65 90 65 90 65 90 65 

90 101 73 101 73 101 73 101 73 101 73 

100 108 79 108 79 108 79 108 79 108 79 

Approximate NDV 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 
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The two tables above display the results of gathering stats with sampling starting from ten 
percent to hundred percent and gathering statistics using new Approximate NDV algorithm. This 
data is collected from gathering statistics on table t109 created in section 3.4. The script to rerun 
these tests is in approximate_ndv_accuracy.sql. The results above show that the accuracy of 
this new algorithm is almost same as accuracy of row sampling at hundred percent for all the 
data distributions but the total time taken and CPU consumption is significantly less than the 
time taken by row sampling at ten percent .  

This algorithm samples only the distinct values, therefore its variance only depends on the 
number of distinct values and the maximum size of synopsis. For a fixed synopsis size (e.g. 
16000) the variance only depends on number of distinct values in the column. The formulas 
above show the standard deviation for the accuracy of this algorithm to be about 0.01 (about 
2%), Testing shows the NDV calculated from this algorithm to be always within 2% of actual 
NDV for all columns. This testing was done by gathering statistics on table t109 thousand 
times. The script to do this testing is in approximate_ndv_distribution.sql. The test results also 
show that the NDV calculated for each column always remain same for every one of the 
thousand gather statistics operation and every gather took almost the same amount of time. 
This result shows the deterministic nature of this algorithm which was lacking in the sampling 
algorithms 

 

 
4.1.6 Performance characteristics of Approximate NDV algorithm 
 
The last section showed that the approximate NDV algorithm’s accuracy rate is almost same as 
the sampling accuracy at hundred percent, though the time taken by this algorithm is less than 
the time consumed by sampling at ten percent. This is quite significant improvement. This 
sections dives deeper to find the reason for this performance improvement since the reason for 
accuracy improvement has been clearly identified in previous sections. 
 
Following table compares the performance statistics for sampling at 0.1,1,10 and 100 percent 
with approximate NDV method. This test shows the numbers from calculating statistics on table 
t109 from previous section, in an 11.1.0.7 oracle database. The statistics was collected from 
v$sess_time_model and v$sesstat before and after each run. The difference between before 
and after statistics is shown. Statement resource profile from ORASRP report for the query used 
by dbms_stats is also shown for each case. These reports were obtained by running ORASRP 
over 10046 trace files for each case. 
 
Following can be observed from the shown data: 
 

a) Statement profiles show that direct path reads form a sizeable percent of the total 
response time in the case of sampling. But this percent goes down significantly as the 
sampling percent increase. This is because the number of direct path reads is caused by 
Oracle using direct path read to scan the table and therefore it remains constant in each 
case. Approximate NDV on the other hand uses db file scattered read instead of direct 
path read to scan the table. In all cases resources consumed to scan the table is almost 
constant.  

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oracledba.ru/orasrp/
http://www.oracledba.ru/orasrp/
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b) In the case of 0.1 sampling percent, oracle reads the full table (as shown by number of 
direct path reads from the statement profile or physical reads direct from the physical 
read statistics but it uses only rows from a fraction of the blocks read (as shown by 
consistent gets direct). But as the sampling percent increase the fraction of block whose 
rows make it into the sample increases exponentially. This fraction reaches hundred 
percent very quickly. In the case below it reaches hundred percent close to sampling 
rate of two percent. At what sampling percent this fraction reaches hundred percent is 
dependent on average rows per block. 

 
c) For the sampling percent 1, 10 and 100 the CPU consumption increases significantly. So 

much so that at ten percent and over, CPU consumptions forms the biggest percent of 
total response time. Since this process is scanning the table using direct path, session 
logical reads cannot be the cause of such an increase in CPU consumption. 

 
d) With the CPU consumption, events such as direct path read temp, direct path write temp 

and statistics such as physical reads direct  temporary tablespace and physical writes 
direct temporary tablespace also go up significantly with increase in sampling percent, 
as does the statistics sort (rows).  The sort (rows) statistics is nearly five times the 
number of rows in the sample since the query executes the GROUP BY (SORT) 
operation on all these five columns.  

 
e) These observations show that the reason for large amount of time elapsed and CPU 

consumption, in sampling even at moderate sampling percent is because of running sort 
operation on large number of rows. The sort operation is generally very CPU intensive 
and could also require large amounts of memory if the NDV is large. As the sample size 
grows so does the NDV scanned, therefore the amount of memory required for sorting 
also goes up (as shown by the statistics session PGA memory max). The memory 
consumed remains almost constant after ten percent since more memory does not 
improve the efficiency of the sort until the sort is converted from one pass sort to an in 
memory sort. In this case for all sampling percent over one results in one pass sort as 
shown by sort statistic (workarea executions – one pass) 

 
f) Statement profile and statistics for Approximate NDV algorithm does show moderate 

amount of CPU consumption but it does not show any statistics or event related to sort 
operations. As described previously distinct sampling is conducted using a bounded 
synopsis size, therefore approximate NDV algorithm is mostly CPU bound. Moreover 
CPU resources consumed by this algorithm remain stable with increase in NDV. This 
robustness is lacking in the case of sampling. 
 

g) Approximate NDV algorithm uses the full data set to calculate NDV. Therefore it also 
result in hundred percent accuracy for other statistics such as number of rows in the 
table, number of nulls in each column and average column length for each column 
without the overhead of sorting the full data set for NDV calculation. 
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Comparison of performance statistics between  

Sampling and Approximate NDV algorithm   

 

Sampling 
Approximate  

NDV 

Time model statistics 0.1% 1% 10% 100% 

 DB time 00:05:19 00:06:05 00:15:49 01:51:31 00:09:32 

sql execute elapsed time 00:05:01 00:05:47 00:15:23 01:49:48 00:09:14 

DB CPU 00:00:28 00:01:21 00:08:47 01:21:59 00:05:48 

      Logical read statistics 
     consistent gets direct 383,524 1,279,320 1,321,850 1,321,850 0 

consistent gets from cache 6,985 6,954 7,060 6,897 1,333,483 

consistent gets 390,509 1,286,274 1,328,910 1,328,747 1,333,483 

db block gets 5,748 5,770 5,889 6,101 6,677 

session logical reads 396,257 1,292,044 1,334,799 1,334,848 1,340,160 

buffer is not pinned count 388,189 1,283,963 1,326,603 4,609 7,672 

buffer is pinned count 2,187 2,187 2,187 2,187 3,084 

      

      Physical read statistics 

     physical reads 1,322,416 1,341,268 1,475,212 2,575,483 1,322,697 

physical reads direct 1,321,850 1,340,710 1,474,641 2,574,930 0 

physical reads direct 
temporary tablespace 0 18,860 152,791 1,253,080 0 

physical writes 0 18,860 152,791 1,253,080 0 

physical writes direct 0 18,860 152,791 1,253,080 0 

physical writes direct 
temporary tablespace 0 18,860 152,791 1,253,080 0 

      Table scan statistics 
     table scans (long tables) 1 1 1 1 1 

table fetch by rowed 1,963 1,960 1,989 1,957 3,498 

      Sort statistics 
     sorts (rows) 1,503,069 15,010,448 149,991,577 1,500,004,577 4,890 

session pga memory 638,332 507,260 572,796 638,332 4,980,736 

session pga memory max 32,423,292 110,017,916 110,083,452 110,083,452 6,422,528 

workarea executions - optimal 106 104 104 100 134 

workarea executions – 
onepass 0 1 1 1 0 
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Statement Flat Profile (0.1%) 

Event Name  
% 

Time  
Seconds  Calls  

- Time per Call -  

Avg  Min  Max  

direct path read  91.3%  289.0478s  20,656  0.0140s  0.0000s  0.5286s  

FETCH calls [CPU]  8.7%  27.4508s  2  13.7254s  0.0000s  27.4508s  

db file sequential read  0.1%  0.1664s  11  0.0151s  0.0000s  0.0322s  

PARSE calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0030s  1  0.0030s  0.0030s  0.0030s  

EXEC calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0000s  1  0.0000s  0.0000s  0.0000s  

Total  100.0%  316.6680s 
    

 

 

Statement Flat Profile (1%) 

Event Name  % Time  Seconds  Calls  
- Time per Call -  

Avg  Min  Max  

direct path read  75.5%  274.3815s  20,656  0.0133s  0.0000s  0.4091s  

FETCH calls [CPU]  21.9%  79.6369s  2  39.8184s  0.0000s  79.6369s  

direct path read temp  2.1%  7.5692s  36,578  0.0002s  0.0000s  0.1803s  

direct path write temp  0.5%  1.7724s  737  0.0024s  0.0002s  0.0704s  

db file sequential read  0.0%  0.1283s  11  0.0117s  0.0000s  0.0195s  

PARSE calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0050s  1  0.0050s  0.0050s  0.0050s  

EXEC calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0000s  2  0.0000s  0.0000s  0.0000s  

Total  100.0%  363.4932s 
    

 

Statement Flat Profile (10%) 

Event Name  
% 

Time  
Seconds  Calls  

- Time per Call -  

Avg  Min  Max  

FETCH calls [CPU]  55.5%  525.8081s  2  262.9040s  0.0000s  525.8081s  

direct path read  31.5%  298.2607s  20,656  0.0144s  0.0000s  0.6082s  

direct path read temp  11.5%  109.3856s  300,786  0.0004s  0.0000s  0.2043s  

direct path write temp  1.4%  13.4502s  5,968  0.0023s  0.0002s  0.2354s  

db file sequential read  0.0%  0.4062s  11  0.0369s  0.0000s  0.1811s  

PARSE calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0040s  1  0.0040s  0.0040s  0.0040s  

EXEC calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0000s  2  0.0000s  0.0000s  0.0000s  

Total  100.0%  947.3148s    
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Statement Flat Profile (100%) 

Event Name  
% 

Time  
Seconds  Calls  

- Time per Call -  

Avg  Min  Max  

FETCH calls [CPU]  73.5%  4,918.6702s  2  2,459.3351s  0.0000s  4,918.6702s  

direct path read temp  18.3%  1,222.5274s  2,501,730  0.0005s  0.0000s  0.2909s  

direct path read  5.1%  343.8691s  20,656  0.0166s  0.0000s  0.7315s  

direct path write temp  3.1%  204.1432s  48,940  0.0042s  0.0002s  1.0676s  

resmgr:internal state 
change  

0.0%  0.1007s  1  0.1007s  0.1007s  0.1007s  

db file sequential read  0.0%  0.0831s  5  0.0166s  0.0000s  0.0467s  

PARSE calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0030s  1  0.0030s  0.0030s  0.0030s  

EXEC calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0020s  2  0.0010s  0.0000s  0.0020s  

Total  100.0%  6,689.3988s 
    

 

Statement Flat Profile (Aggregate NDV) 

Event Name  
% 

Time  
Seconds  Calls  

- Time per Call -  

Avg  Min  Max  

FETCH calls [CPU]  61.1%  346.6403s  1  346.6403s  346.6403s  346.6403s  

db file scattered read  38.9%  220.7498s  10,328  0.0214s  0.0006s  0.4335s  

db file sequential read  0.0%  0.1048s  10  0.0105s  0.0007s  0.0140s  

PARSE calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0030s  1  0.0030s  0.0030s  0.0030s  

EXEC calls [CPU]  0.0%  0.0000s  1  0.0000s  0.0000s  0.0000s  

Total  100.0%  567.4978s 
    

 

 

4.2 Partition statistics and Global statistics 

In very large databases, tables are often decomposed into smaller physical segments called 
partitions for performance and/or administration reasons. For a partitioned table oracle 
maintains object statistics at two levels, partition (called partition statistics) and the entire table 
(called global statistics). Both statistics are important for the query optimizer to arrive at an 
optimal query plan. Partition statistics are important due to an Oracle feature called partition 
pruning. If during parsing the optimizer is able to decide that the query will access only one 
particular partition then it will use the partition statistics for making a decision on the access path 
for accessing the partition. But if during the parse time optimizer decides that the query will 
access more than one partition or if the optimizer is able to decide that the query will access 
only one partition but it does not know which one, then it uses global statistics to arrive at an 
optimal access path for accessing the partition/s. 
 
For example a query against an invoices table that is partitioned on invoice data with one 
partition per month could be  
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select *  

  from invoices_part  

 where invoice_date between ‘2008-03-01 and ‘2008-04-01’ and  

       invoice_amount > 6000 

 
During parsing the optimizer can easily decide that this query needs to access only March 2008 
partition, based on the predicate on invoice_date. In this case the query optimizer relies on the 
partition statistics for this particular partition to come to an optimal access path to access this 
partition. In this case optimizer will use the March 2008 partition’s column statistics to decide 
whether it should use the locally partitioned index on invoice_amount or scan the full partition. 
 
For the following query which accesses more than one partition 
 
select *  

  from invoices_part  

 where invoice_date between ‘2008-03-01 and ‘2009-04-01’ and  

       invoice_amount > 6000 

 

During parsing optimizer can easily decide that the query will access more than one partition, 
based on the predicate on invoice_date. In this case the query optimizer relies on the NDV in 
column invoice_amount from global statistics to arrive at an optimal access path. Optimizer also 
relies on global statistics in cases where there is no predicate on partitioned column or the 
partition to be accessed cannot be decided during parsing. 
 
It is very important to gather accurate global statistics along with partition statistics. Global 
statistics such as number of rows, number of blocks, number of nulls in each column, high and 
low values for each column, average column length and average row length can be accurately 
derived from the corresponding partition statistics. For example number of null values in a 
column is sum of number of null values in each partition. No separate scan of the table to gather 
global statistics is needed.  
 
Global NDVs on the other hand cannot be accurately derived from partition NDVs, because the 
domain of column value in two partitions can overlap. If there is no overlap then global NDV is 
just the sum of partition NDVs. But if there is some overlay then global NDV can be anywhere 
between sum of partition NDVs (no overlap) and same as one of the partition NDV (domain of 
column value in all other partitions is subset of the domain value in one of the partition). For 
example suppose a table has two partitions P1 and P2. Column c has 10 and 20 distinct values 
in partition P1 and partition P2 respectively. In the entire table column c may have number of 
distinct values anywhere between 20 and 30. The accuracy of NDV in absence of histograms is 
critical for query optimizer to select an optimal execution plan. Therefore it is recommended to 
gather both partition and global statistics separately instead of aggregating global statistics from 
partition statistics since aggregating partition statistics will result in inaccurate NDV estimation. 
 
Gathering statistics at both global and partition level requires Oracle to scan the table twice, one 
pass for gathering statistics for each partition and second pass to gather global statistics. Oracle 
allows the DBA flexibility to use different sampling rates for both cases. Performance of this 
statistics gathering method is not very robust or scalable. Performance deteriorates very fast as 
the size of table approaches billions of rows and it consumes significant amount of resources. 
DBAs are then left with only two choices either skip gathering global statistics or use a very 
small sample rate when gathering global statistics. Both choices reduce the time and resource 
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consumption at the cost of statistical accuracy. Lower accuracy rate can result in wrong cost 
estimation which may result in optimizer making poor choices causing a bigger burden on the 
system when the queries run with poor execution plans. 
 
Using approximate NDV algorithm over the entire table is also one of the better options in 11g 
since this will avoid sorting large number of rows and still provide excellent accuracy. But this 
would still result in scanning the entire table, even when a single or couple of partitions has 
been substantially changed. The ideal algorithm should allow oracle to just gather synopses on 
changed partitions and aggregate the partition synopses to derive global NDV. 
 

4.2.1 Synopsis Aggregation 

To overcome this problem Oracle introduced a new technique to gather global NDVs. This 
technique is called synopsis aggregation in literature. In this technique, oracle calculates the 
partition statistics using the Approximate NDV algorithm discussed in previous section. The 
synopsis generated for each partition is then stored in the data dictionary. Global NDV is then 
calculated by running the approximate NDV algorithm over the partition synopses. It will be 
shown below that running the approximate NDV algorithm over the partition synopses is 
statistically equivalent to running the algorithm over the entire table. Other statistics are derived 
from the partition statistics. This method obviates the need to scan the table second time to 
gather global statistics. This algorithm improves the performance of gathering global statistics 
without sacrificing the accuracy since approximate NDV algorithm has excellent accuracy as 
proven in previous section. 
 
In most of the data warehouse environments, it is quite common that only the recent partitions 
are changed and most of the old partitions has been made read only and are being stored on 
cheaper/slower storage. In the old method two-pass method oracle would have to scan the 
changed partitions to gather the partition statistics and then scan the full table again to gather 
global statistics. In the new synopsis based method Oracle would just have to scan the changed 
partitions, update the corresponding synopses and then just access all the synopses to gather 
global NDVs. This means we do not have to scan the unchanged partitions most of which are 
stored on cheap storage and scanning them would have been very slow. 

 

4.2.2 Initial statistics gathering 

When gathering partition statistics on a partitioned table, Oracle employs the approximate NDV 
algorithm to gather partition statistics on all the partition. This process can be easily parallelized. 
At the end of the algorithm oracle ends with a synopsis for each partition and each column. 
Each synopsis is just a collection of hash values and a split level associated with it. Oracle 
stores these partition synopses in the data dictionary tables. To estimate the global NDV of a 
column oracle aggregates the corresponding partition synopses to generate a merged synopsis. 
This merged synopsis represents the entire table. Partition synopses can be merged so that the 
merged synopsis statistically represents the entire table only if they satisfy two conditions  
 

a) They are generated using the same uniform hash function 
b) They all represent the same portion of selected domain. In other words they all have been 

split the same number of times.  
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In this case the first condition is satisfied since Oracle uses the same uniform hash function to 
generate all the partition synopses. The second condition may not be true since the number of 
splits for different partitions can be different, Oracle overcomes this by splitting the partition with 
less number of splits so that all the synopses are split the same number of times. For example 
let’s say synopses S1 and S2 correspond to partitions P1 and partition P2 such that synopsis S1 is 
split twice and synopsis S2 has been split four times. To make them mergeable, synopsis S1 is 
split two more times to make it compatible to synopsis S2. After these splits both the synopses 
represent the same portion of the selected domain and are now mergeable. Compatibility issue 
can also be overcome by starting the merge over the synopses with the split level same as the 
maximum split level from all the synopses i.e. in the example above synopsis S1 is not split 
again but the algorithm is started with split factor of four i.e.  . 
 
The process of merging synopses involves applying the approximate NDV algorithm to the 
union of hash values from multiple compatible synopses. This merged synopsis statistically 
represents the set obtained by merging the original data sets of each synopsis. So in this case, 
if synopses of all the partitions are merged, the merged synopsis will statistically represent the 
entire table. This is statistically true because of following statistical properties of the approximate 
NDV algorithm 
 

a) Column values were mapped to hash values so that each value is mapped to a data 
point in a selected domain. But if the column contained the hash values in the first place 
so that they represented a domain, then there is no need to apply the hash function and 
the algorithm can be applied to the column value directly and the algorithm will give the 
same results. 

b) Algorithm described so far starts with split level zero and the final split level is  at the 

end of the algorithm. However, if the algorithm starts with any split level  such that 
 the end result would still be the same. 

c) Let’s say the algorithm reaches a split level  at the end of the algorithm. Now if the 
algorithm is run on the same input values but after removing all the values with at least 

one of the leading  bits set such that  the end result of the algorithm will remain 
the same.  

 
The flow chart for algorithm used for merging synopses is shown in Figure 14. The Figure 13 
below describes this algorithm in pseudo code. The algorithm starts with collecting partition 
synopses on all the partitions using approximate NDV algorithm (Line 1). It then initializes the 
merged synopses as an empty set (Line 2) and sets the split parameter of the merged synopsis 
to the maximum split partition of all the partition synopses (Line 3). It then iterates through all 

the hash values  in the union of all the partition synopses (Line 4-5), adding them to the 
merged synopsis if the merged synopsis has space and if the leading d bits of the hash value 
are not set (Line 6-7, Line 12-13). If the merged synopsis has reached its predefined size limit 
(Line 8-9), the algorithm increments the split parameter (Line 10) and splits the domain by 
discarding the hash values where bit corresponding to the split parameter is set (Line 11). At the 
end after exhausting all the hash values in the union off all partition synopses returns the global 
NDV Calculated as number of distinct values in the merged synopsis times two to the power of 

current split level (Line 17). 
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Figure 13 

Pseudo code for algorithm to merge partition synopses to derive global NDV 
(From oracle’s patent application No: 60/859,817) 

 

http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20080120275/description.html
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Figure 14 
(Merging synopsis algorithm flowchart) 

(From oracle’s patent application No: 60/859,817) 
 

http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20080120275/description.html
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Find partitions that have undergone changes based on 
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Generate new synopses for new partition(s)
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Figure 15 
Incrementally maintaining global NDV flowchart 

(From oracle’s patent application No: 60/859,817) 
 

 

http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20080120275/description.html
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4.2.3 Incremental maintenance of global NDV 
 
In large data warehouse environments it is very common to change only recent partitions and 
keep the historical partitions as read only. In this case, for partition statistics oracle only needs 
to read the changed partitions and oracle can also derive most of the other global statistics from 
these updated partition statistics, but for calculating the global NDV normally oracle would have 
to read the full table. But with synopsis aggregation technique oracle can perform incremental 
maintenance of global NDV without scanning the entire table. 
 
In this algorithm oracle finds the significantly changed partitions by using the DML monitoring 
information (partitions which has more than ten percent changes in dba_tab_modifications), it 
drops the synopsis for all the changed and dropped partitions, creates new synopses for new 
and changed partitions by applying the approximate NDV algorithm over these changed and 
new partitions, leaving the synopses for unchanged partitions untouched.  At the end of this 
process oracle has current synopses for all the partitions of the tables. Oracle now just 
aggregates all the synopses to derive global NDV and derives all the other global statistics from 
the partition statistics. This avoids reading most of the table that is static and in lots of cases 
stored on low cost devices with high read latencies. Figure 15 shows this algorithm as a flow 
chart. 

 

4.2.4 Accuracy of Synopsis Aggregation 
 
As discussed above, aggregating synopses is statistically equivalent of running approximate 
NDV algorithm over the entire table. Script synopsis_aggregation_accuracy.sql verifies the 
accuracy of this algorithm by gathering the global NDV on table LINEITEM using approximate 
NDV algorithm over the entire table and also by using the synopses aggregation technique. It 
inserts the NDV calculated by each method in a table and finally generates the following 
comparison table. This script uses the table LINEITEM from the TCP-H schema. This table is 
created with scale factor of twenty and it has eight partitions with about fifteen million rows each.  
 
 

 
NDV Error 

Column Name 
Aggregate 

NDV 
Synopsis 

Aggregation 
Difference 

Percent 
Error 

L_ORDERKEY 29,990,912 30,022,656 -31,744 -0.11 

L_PARTKEY 4,010,752 4,010,752 0 0 

L_SUPPKEY 201968 201968 0 0 

L_LINENUMBER 7 7 0 0 

L_QUANTITY 50 50 0 0 

L_EXTENDEDPRICE 1,812,352 1,812,352 0 0 

L_DISCOUNT 11 11 0 0 

L_TAX 9 9 0 0 

L_RETURNFLAG 3 3 0 0 

L_LINESTATUS 2 2 0 0 

L_SHIPDATE 2,527 2,527 0 0 
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L_COMMITDATE 2,466 2,466 0 0 

L_RECEIPTDATE 2,555 2,555 0 0 

L_SHIPINSTRUCT 4 4 0 0 

L_SHIPMODE 7 7 0 0 

L_COMMENT 59,121,664 58,913,792 +207,872 +0.35 

 
 
The above results clearly show that the aggregating partition synopses yields very accurate 
global NDV as compared to approximate NDV algorithm. The results are very close that it can 
be safely said that aggregating synopses is statistically equivalent to running the approximate 
NDV algorithm over the full data set i.e. the entire table. 
 

4.3 Implementation details 
 

Approximate NDV algorithm is implemented in Oracle 11g and above to derive column NDVs for 
non partitioned tables and for partitions in the case of partitioned tables. Synopses aggregation 
is an algorithm also implemented in 11g and above that aggregates multiple partition synopses 
to derive global NDV for partitioned tables. These algorithms are controlled by parameters 
supplied to PL/SQL package  and also by dbms_stats 

preferences and parameters stored in  and  
respectively. These parameters and preferences are administered via 
dbms_stats.get/set_param and dbms_stats.get/set_prefs respectively. However these 
algorithms are implemented in packages  and .  

4.3.1 Approximate NDV 
 
Approximate NDV algorithm is invoked by dbms_stats during gathering statistics on a table or a 
partition if two conditions are met 

a) dbms_stats parameter  is set to true 
b) Value supplied for estimate_percent parameter in dbms_stats.gather_table_stats is 

 

The algorithm itself is implemented in dbms_sqltune_internal.gather_sql_stats procedure which 
is called by dbms_stats_internal package. This procedure is designed to gather column 
statistics for aggregated columns in a query. These statistics include NDV, row count, number of 
not null values and total column length. It returns the end result of its run as xmltype OUT 
variable. This procedure runs the approximate NDV algorithm to derive the NDVs for each 
column that are aggregated by the query. If the query supplied to the procedure aggregates all 
the columns from a single table, then that would effectively mean gathering statistics on that 
table and its columns. Following is the list of all the arguments to this procedure along with their 
descriptions 

a) SQL_TEXT:    The query whose statistics need to be gathered. For gathering statistics 
on a specific table and all columns of that table, dbms_stats supplies a query with three 
aggregates for each column in that specific table. These aggregates are count (), min () 
and max (). For example dbms_stats.gather_table_stats passes the following query to 
this procedure when gathering statistics on table t101 when all the conditions for 
invoking approximate NDV algorithm satisfied. 
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       SQL> exec dbms_stats.set_param('APPROXIMATE_NDV','TRUE'); 

 

       SQL> exec dbms_stats.set_param('ESTIMATE_PERCENT', 

                                       'DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE'); 

 

       SQL> exec dbms_stats.gather_table_stats(ownname=>user, 

                                                tabname=>'T101'); 

 

        select /*+ full(t)  

                 no_parallel(t) no_parallel_index(t) dbms_stats 

                 cursor_sharing_exact  

                 use_weak_name_resl dynamic_sampling(0)           

                 no_monitoring  */ 

          to_char(count("SCATTERED")), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(min("SCATTERED"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(max("SCATTERED"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(count("CLUSTERED")), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(min("CLUSTERED"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(max("CLUSTERED"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(count("UNIFORM")), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(min("UNIFORM"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(max("UNIFORM"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(count("NORMAL")), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(min("NORMAL"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(max("NORMAL"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(count("LOGNORMAL")), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(min("LOGNORMAL"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

          to_char(substrb(dump(max("LOGNORMAL"),16,0,32),1,120)) 

         from T101 t 

 

 

 

b) USER_NAME:  Username to run the query in SQL_TEXT. Dbms_stats for the above 
example would supply AP349, owner of table t101 as this parameter. 
 

c) BIND_LIST:      If the query in SQL_TEXT has bind variables, values for those bind 
variables need to be supplied with this parameter. The bind values need to be supplied 
as object type SQL_BINDS which is essentially a VARRAY of ANYDATA. Query used by 
dbms_stats to gather statistics never have any bind variables, so this parameter is never 
used by dbms_stats. 

 
d) OPTIONS:  This procedure returns the output in an xmltype out variable. This return xml 

fragment has one node for each projection in the query. Each xml element under this 
node contains value of some statistic for the column aggregated in the projection. The 
types of statistic elements present under this node are controlled by this parameter. This 
parameter is a comma separated list of options with one option corresponding to each 
projection in the query. The possible values for the options are NDV, NIL, ACL and SYN.  
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This procedure reads each row and runs the approximate NDV algorithm for each 
aggregated column in the query with corresponding option value as NDV or SYN. It also 
counts the number of rows, number of not null values and total column length (sum of 
length of each value in the column in bytes) for each selection. For aggregated columns 
corresponding to the NIL option it does not do any of the things mentioned and just 
returns the value for the aggregation. For columns corresponding to the ACL option, it 
does not derive the NDV but it does return all the other statistics. The rowcount statistic 
is only returned under the xml node corresponding to the first selection with the option 
NDV, ACL or SYN. 
  
For the above example, for gathering statistics on t101, dbms_stats  passes  NDV, NIL, 
NIL,NDV, NIL, NIL,NDV,NIL, NIL,NDV,NIL,NIL,NDV,NIL,NIL as the value for this 
parameter. The list has one NDV for each column, corresponding to the count 
(column_name) projection in the selection list.  Option NIL for max and min aggregation 
is provided, since it does not make sense to run the approximate NDV algorithm for each 
column more than once.  

 
e) REPT:  This is the output XML fragment. This XML fragment has one node for each 

projection in the selection list. The types of elements under the node are driven by the 
corresponding option for the projection. The following displays XML nodes for each 
option in the above example. It also displays sample XML nodes for the options not used 
in the above example. 
 
NDV: 
Projection aggregate:   to_char(count()) 
 
 <select_list_item>     
    <pos>0</pos>                             /* Position in the select list */ 
    <value>997584</value>     /* Value of the selection     */ 
    <rowcnt>1000000</rowcnt>       /* Total number of rows consumed  num_rows */ 
    <split>2</split>      /* Number of times the selected domain was split */ 
    <ndv>50536</ndv>                     /* Estimated NDV from the algorithm run  num_distinct */ 
    <nonnulls>1000000</nonnulls>  /* Number of not null column values num_nulls */ 
    <rsize>3787920</rsize>              /* Total column size in bytes  avg_col_len */ 
  </select_list_item> 

 
ACL: 
Projection aggregate:   to_char(sum ()) 
 
<select_list_item> 
    <pos>0</pos>                             /* Position in the select list */ 
    <value>5150</value>                 /* Value of the selection     */ 
    <rowcnt>100</rowcnt>               /* Total number of rows consumed  num_rows */ 
    <rsize>201</rsize>                      /* Total column size in bytes  avg_col_len */ 
    <nonnulls>100</nonnulls>          /* Number of not null column values num_nulls */ 

</select_list_item> 
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NIL: 
Projection aggregate:   to_char(max())  OR  to_char(min()) 
 
<select_list_item> 
    <pos>11</pos>                                           /* Position in the select list */       
    <value>Typ=2 Len=4: c3,4,20,6</value>   /* Value of the selection     */ 
 </select_list_item> 

 
SYN: 
Projection aggregate:   to_char(count()) 
 
<select_list_item> 
    <pos>3</pos>                            /* Position in the select list */ 
    <value>997584</value>             /* Value of the selection     */ 
    <split>2</split>                           /* Number of times the selected domain was split */       
    <ndv>50536</ndv>                    /* Estimated NDV from the algorithm run  num_distinct */ 
    <nonnulls>1000000</nonnulls> /* Number of not null column values num_nulls */ 
    <rsize>3787920</rsize>              /* Total column size in bytes  avg_col_len */ 
    <hash_val>…,…,...</hash_val>  /* All hash values in the synopsis,  used in case of   
                                                           synopses aggregation where the hash values are  
                                                           stored in the dictionary */ 
<select_list_item> 
 
As seen from the above it is evident that ACL is a superset of NIL, NDV is a superset of ACL and 
SYN is a superset of NDV. 

 
The SQL that calls the dbms_sqltune.gather_sql_stats with the above sample query to 
generate the complete XML fragment and the corresponding XML generated is in the 
script aggregate_ndv_sqltune.sql. This script calls dbms_sqltune.gather_sql_stats 
procedure directly since dbms_stats does not expose the XML generated. 
 
The XML fragment returned by dbms_sqltune.gather_sql_stats procedure is parsed by 
dbms_stats_internal package to extract the table and column statistics that is then 
stored in the data dictionary. The query used to parse the XML is shown below. The bind 
value supplied to the query is the XML returned by dbms_sqltune_internal. 
 

 
SELECT EXTRACTVALUE(VALUE(T), '/select_list_item/pos') + 1 POS, 
               EXTRACTVALUE(VALUE(T), '/select_list_item/value')  RES, 
               EXTRACTVALUE(VALUE(T), '/select_list_item/nonnulls') NONNULLS,                   
               EXTRACTVALUE(VALUE(T),  '/select_list_item/ndv') NDV,  
               EXTRACTVALUE(VALUE(T),  '/select_list_item/split') SPLIT,  
               EXTRACTVALUE(VALUE(T), '/select_list_item/rsize') RSIZE,  
               EXTRACTVALUE(VALUE(T), '/select_list_item/rowcnt') ROWCNT,  
               EXTRACT(VALUE(T),  '/select_list_item/hash_val').GETCLOBVAL() HASHVAL  
    FROM 
 TABLE(XMLSEQUENCE(EXTRACT(:B1 , '/process_result/select_list_item'))) T 
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4.3.2 Synopses Aggregation 
 
Synopses aggregation is a technique where Oracle merges multiple partition synopses to derive 
global NDV statistics for a column. These partition synopses are obtained by running the 
approximate NDV algorithm over these partitions.  For dbms_stats to use this algorithm over 
partitioned tables to gather global NDV, following conditions should be satisfied 
 

a) Approximate NDV algorithm should be used for partitions (Previous section describes 
the conditions for enabling this) 

b) Preference INCREMENTAL for this table should be set to true. 
 
If the above conditions are satisfied, then while calculating global statistics dbms_stats first 
gathers statistics on all the partitions whose statistics are outdated based on the conditions 
mentioned in section 4.2.3, using approximate NDV algorithm. Following shows the query 
dbms_stats passes on to dbms_sqltune_internal.gather_sql_stats procedure for each partition 
when gathering statistics on table LINEITEM from section 4.2.4. The option parameter supplied 
to dbms_sqltune_internal package is shown in comments after the query text. 
 
        

       SQL> exec dbms_stats.set_param('APPROXIMATE_NDV','TRUE'); 

 

       SQL> exec dbms_stats.set_param('ESTIMATE_PERCENT', 

                                       'DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE'); 

 

       SQL> exec dbms_stats.set_table_prefs(ownname=>user, 

                                             tabname=>'LINEITEM', 

                                             pname  => 'INCREMENTAL', 

                                             pvalue => 'TRUE' 

                                            ); 

 

       SQL> dbms_stats.gather_table_stats 

               (ownname=>user, 

                tabname=>'LINEITEM', 

                estimate_percent=>DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE,                                              

                granularity => 'GLOBAL' 

                                ); 

 

SELECT 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_ORDERKEY")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_ORDERKEY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_ORDERKEY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_PARTKEY")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_PARTKEY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_PARTKEY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_SUPPKEY")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_SUPPKEY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_SUPPKEY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_LINENUMBER")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_LINENUMBER"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_LINENUMBER"),16,0,32),1,120)), 
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TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_QUANTITY")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_QUANTITY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_QUANTITY"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_EXTENDEDPRICE")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_EXTENDEDPRICE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_EXTENDEDPRICE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_DISCOUNT")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_DISCOUNT"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_DISCOUNT"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_TAX")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_TAX"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_TAX"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_RETURNFLAG")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_RETURNFLAG"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_RETURNFLAG"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_LINESTATUS")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_LINESTATUS"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_LINESTATUS"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_SHIPDATE")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_SHIPDATE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_SHIPDATE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_COMMITDATE")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_COMMITDATE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_COMMITDATE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_RECEIPTDATE")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_RECEIPTDATE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_RECEIPTDATE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_SHIPINSTRUCT")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_SHIPINSTRUCT"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_SHIPINSTRUCT"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_SHIPMODE")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_SHIPMODE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_SHIPMODE"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(COUNT("L_COMMENT")), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MIN("L_COMMENT"),16,0,32),1,120)), 

TO_CHAR(SUBSTRB(DUMP(MAX("L_COMMENT"),16,0,32),1,120)) 

FROM   "AP349"."LINEITEM" T 

WHERE TBL$OR$IDX$PART$NUM("AP349"."LINEITEM",0,4,0,"ROWID") = :objn 

/* SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL, 

NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN, 

NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL,SYN,NIL,NIL*/ 

 

:objn = Object id for the partition in question. 

 
The query above shows that the option SYN is passed instead of option NDV in this case. This 
is done so that dbms_sqltune_internal.gather_sql_stats procedure returns the hash values in 
synopsis also along with NDV and other statistics. Partition synopsis is then stored in the two 
dictionary tables by dbms_stats. These two tables are  and 

.   contain a row for each table, 
partition and column combination. Each row in this table represents a column synopsis for a 
particular partition. This table also has the split level (SPLIT) associated with the synopsis.  
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SYNOPSIS# in this table refers to SYNOPSIS# in  which actually 
stores all the hash values for this synopsis.  
 
The column definitions for these tables are shown below 
 

 
 

Column Name Description 
SYNOPSIS# Synopsis Number (Refers to  

HASHVALUE Hash values in the synopsis 

 

  
 

Column Name Description 
BO# Object id for the partitioned table 

GROUP# 2 * Object_id of the partition 

INTCOL# Column id for the column whose synopsis is represented by this row 

SYNOPSIS# Synopsis Id. The actual synopsis is store in wri$_optstat_synopsis 

SPLIT Split level corresponding to this synopsis 

ANALYZETIME Time when this synopsis was created by dbms_stats 

SPARE1, SPARE2 Unknown 

 
 

At the end of gathering statistics for all the partitions, Oracle has accurate partition statistics and 
recent synopses for each partition in the dictionary tables. Oracle now has to derive global 
statistics from partition statistics and global NDV by merging partition synopses using the 
synopses aggregation technique discussed in section 4.2.1. 
 
For every column, each partition synopses consists of distinct hash values from a range of the 
selected domain. The range represented by the synopsis is defined by the split level associated 
with the synopsis. For example split level two means the synopsis represents one fourth of the 
selected domain, split level three means the synopsis represents one eight of the selected 
domain and so on. As shown in section 4.2.1, if all the synopses were split the same number of 

times  i.e. they all represent portion of selected domain, then total number of distinct hash 

values in all the partition synopses times  statistically represents the NDV at the table level. 
But depending on number of distinct values in each partition, each partition synopsis may have 
been split different number of times and therefore they may represent different range of the 
selected domain.  
 
This problem can be overcome by choosing the smallest range represented by a synopsis 

(smallest range would mean the synopsis also has the maximum split level associated with 
it) as the chosen range and by splitting other synopses till they all represent the same range of 
the selected domain i.e. they also have been split times. At this point total number of 

distinct hash values in all the partition synopses times  statistically represents the global 
NDV for the column with great accuracy. This extra splitting of the partition synopses effectively 
means rejecting all the hash values that do not belong to the chosen range of the domain. 
Therefore global NDV for each column can be derived by counting the number of distinct hash 
values in all the partition synopses corresponding to that column such that the hash values 

should belong to the chosen range, and multiplying the result by  
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This can be done in two ways  
 
a) By running a count (distinct hashvalue) query over the join of wri$_optstat_synopsis$ and 
wri$_optstat_synopsis_head$ with a filter on the hash value that filters out all the hash values 

out of the selected range and multiplying this count by  
 
b) By running the aggregate NDV algorithm over all these hash values with the split level 

starting at   which is same as running the approximate NDV algorithm over all the hash 

values that belong to the selected range and multiplying the resultant NDV by  . 
 
Oracle has chosen to discard the lower part of the domain, when it splits the domain. That 
means, for the first split it preserves only the hash values with leading bit set as one, for the 
second split it preserves only the hash values with second bit set as one and so on. So after  

splits all the hash values in the synopsis have leading  bits as one. Oracle then reverses the 
bits and stores the corresponding decimal value as the hash value in the synopsis. That means 
each hash value in the synopsis will have at least trailing (LSB)    bits as one and adding one 

to it would result in values that will at least have trailing (LSB)  as zero and it would be divisible 
by 2d. So if the hash value belongs to the selected range (split level  then the value 

obtained by adding one to it should be divisible by . Stated formally the hash values 

should have split level of or value obtained by adding one to it should be divisible by , 
for it to be counted towards global NDV.  
 
Oracle has chosen method a) mentioned above to calculate the global NDV. It runs query 
similar to the query below to derive global NDV for table LINEITEM from the example above. 
 
 

 

select sb.intcol#, 

       count(distinct(s.hashvalue)) *  

           power(2,min(sb.maxsplit)) ndv 

  from sys.wri$_optstat_synopsis_head$ sh, 

       ( select t.intcol#, 

                max(split) maxsplit 

           from sys.wri$_optstat_synopsis_head$ t 

          where t.bo# = 76058 

          group by t.intcol#  

       ) sb, 

       sys.wri$_optstat_synopsis$ s 

 where sh.bo# = 76058 and 

       sh.synopsis# = s.synopsis# and 

       sh.intcol# = sb.intcol# and 

       ( sh.split = sb.maxsplit or  

          mod(s.hashvalue + 1, power(2, sb.maxsplit)) = 0 ) 

  group by sb.intcol# 
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The inline view above finds the maximum split level across all synopses for each column 
for partitioned table LINEITEM whose object_id is 76058. This inline view is joined to 
wri$_optstat_synopsis_head$ on column_id (int_col#) which is joined to wri$_optstat_synopsis$ 
on synopsis# to obtain all the hash values in all the synopses for all columns in the partitioned 
table.  
 

 
 

 
The where clause above, filters out all the hash values that do not belong to the selected range 

i.e. select only the hash values that would remain after splits. 
 

 
 
The above expression counts the number of distinct hash values in the selected range across 

all synopses and multiplies it by , thus deriving the global NDV for each column. 
 
It has already been shown above that running count (distinct) aggregation over large number of 
values is quite expensive. But the total number of hash values in all the synopses is bound by 
number of partitions since the number of values in each synopsis is bounded  by the aggregate 
NDV algorithm to be anywhere between eight thousand and sixteen thousand. Assuming on an 
average each synopsis has twelve thousand hash values and also assuming that all of them 
belong to the selected domain (i.e. all the synopses has been split same number of times), for a 
partitioned table with monthly partitions, containing seven years worth of data, the total number 
of hash values in all the synopses for a column will be about one million  and 

with weekly partitions the total number of hash values will be about five million . 
Running distinct aggregation over five million hash values can generally be done within 
acceptable time frame with acceptable amount of resource consumption. Moreover these hash 
values are numbers, even for originally date and character columns. Comparing numbers is 
always more efficient than comparing character or date columns. So for all practical purposes 
running distinct aggregation over the hash values to derive global NDVs will be acceptably 
efficient. 
 
In the extreme case, with very large number of partition (in order of thousands) it’s possible that 
deriving global NDV by running the distinct aggregation could turn out to be quite expensive. In 
that case one could easily apply the approximate NDV algorithm over these synopses by using 
dbms_sqltune_internal.gather_sql_stats procedure. The script 
approximate_ndv_over_partition_synopses.sql shows how to do this. To do this one would do 
the following 
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a) Run dbms_stats.gather_table_stats to gather partition statistics only. This can be done 
with supplying the parameter granularity as PARTITION. At the end of this oracle will 
store the synopses in the dictionary tables mentioned before. 

b) Run a code similar the one in approximate_ndv_over_partition_synopses.sql to derive 
global statistics and global NDV, and set the global statistics using dbms_stats.setxxx 
procedures. 

 
The approximate_ndv_over_partition_synopses.sql does the following: 
 

a) Create a pivot view over tables storing the synopses, obj$ and col$ such that the view 
has one column for each column in the partitioned table and each row has all their 
corresponding hash values such that all the hash values belong to the selected range 

i.e. hash values that would survive after splits. For example, view for table 
LINEITEM is created with the following script 
 

 
  1  select * 

  2    from (select row_number() over(partition by cl.name  

                                          order by hashvalue) rn, 

  3                 cl.name, 

  4                 s.hashvalue 

  5            from sys.wri$_optstat_synopsis_head$ sh, 

  6                 /* Find max split for each column */ 

  7                 ( select t.intcol#, 

  8                          max(split) maxsplit 

  9                     from sys.wri$_optstat_synopsis_head$ t 

 10                    where t.bo# = 76058 /* LINEITEM's object_id */ 

 11                    group by t.intcol# 

 12                 ) sb, 

 13                 sys.wri$_optstat_synopsis$ s, 

 14                 obj$ ob, 

 15                 col$ cl 

 16           where sh.bo# = 76058 and /* Table LINEITEM's object_id */ 

 17                 sh.synopsis# = s.synopsis# and 

 18                 sh.intcol# = sb.intcol# and 

 19                 sh.bo# = ob.obj# and 

 20                 sb.intcol# = cl.intcol# and 

 21                 cl.obj# = ob.obj# and 

 22                 /* Allow hash values that belong to selected domain 

 23                    i.e. that hash values that would survive  

                       after maxsplit */ 

 24                 ( sh.split = sb.maxsplit or 

 25                   mod(s.hashvalue + 1, power(2, sb.maxsplit)) = 0 ) 

 26        ) 

 27        pivot 

 28        ( 

 29           /* Pivot hash values for each column name in t 

                 able LINEITEM 

 30              Each column in table LINEITEM has a column  

                 in this view. 

 31              Column value for rn greater than number of hash  

                 values in that column, 
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 32              the hash value is null. Approximate NDV  

                 algorithm ignores null values 

 33              therefore nulls do not effect the algorithm 

 34           */ 

 35           sum(hashvalue) 

 36           for name in ( 

 37                        'L_ORDERKEY' as L_ORDERKEY, 

 38                        'L_PARTKEY' as L_PARTKEY, 

 39                        'L_SUPPKEY' as L_SUPPKEY, 

 40                        'L_LINENUMBER' as L_LINENUMBER, 

 41                        'L_QUANTITY' as L_QUANTITY, 

 42                        'L_EXTENDEDPRICE' as L_EXTENDEDPRICE, 

 43                        'L_DISCOUNT' as L_DISCOUNT, 

 44                        'L_TAX' as L_TAX, 

 45                        'L_RETURNFLAG' as L_RETURNFLAG, 

 46                        'L_LINESTATUS' as L_LINESTATUS, 

 47                        'L_SHIPDATE' as L_SHIPDATE, 

 48                        'L_COMMITDATE' as L_COMMITDATE, 

 49                        'L_RECEIPTDATE' as L_RECEIPTDATE, 

 50                        'L_SHIPINSTRUCT' as L_SHIPINSTRUCT, 

 51                        'L_SHIPMODE' as L_SHIPMODE, 

 52                        'L_COMMENT' as L_COMMENT 

 53                       ) 

 54       ) 

 

SQL> desc lineitem_syn_aggr_view 

 Name                    Null?    Type 

 ----------------------- -------- ---------------- 

 RN                               NUMBER 

 L_ORDERKEY                       NUMBER 

 L_PARTKEY                        NUMBER 

 L_SUPPKEY                        NUMBER 

 L_LINENUMBER                     NUMBER 

 L_QUANTITY                       NUMBER 

 L_EXTENDEDPRICE                  NUMBER 

 L_DISCOUNT                       NUMBER 

 L_TAX                            NUMBER 

 L_RETURNFLAG                     NUMBER 

 L_LINESTATUS                     NUMBER 

 L_SHIPDATE                       NUMBER 

 L_COMMITDATE                     NUMBER 

 L_RECEIPTDATE                    NUMBER 

 L_SHIPINSTRUCT                   NUMBER 

 L_SHIPMODE                       NUMBER 

 L_COMMENT                        NUMBER 

 

 
The inline view from Line 2 to Line 26 has a three column output. The three columns are 
row number, column name and the hashvalue. The row number starts at one for each 
column name as shown in the windowing clause on Line 2 i.e. the row number is specific 
to each column name. This output is pivoted by using the 11g pivot feature. The 
structure of the output of the pivot operator is shown in the description of the view above. 
Each column of the LINEITEM table has a corresponding column in the view. Each 
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column consists of hashvalues from the corresponding column synopsis and nulls. Since 
approximate NDV algorithm ignores the nulls, presence of nulls do not cause any 
inaccuracies. 
 

b) It then uses dbms_sqltune_internal.gather_sql_stats procedure to run approximate NDV 
algorithm over each column in the view created in step a) to derive the global NDVs for 
each column. It passes the following query to the gather_sql_stats procedure. The 
option passed to the procedure is shown in the comments after the query. The query is 
generated dynamically based on the table name supplied. The NDV returned by 

dbms_sqltune.gather_sql_stats is then multiplied by  to derive the global NDV. This 
is done since all the hash values present in the view created in step a) represents 

portion of the selected domain. 
 

 
select to_char(count(L_ORDERKEY)), 

       to_char(count(L_PARTKEY)), 

       to_char(count(L_SUPPKEY)), 

       to_char(count(L_LINENUMBER)), 

       to_char(count(L_QUANTITY)), 

       to_char(count(L_EXTENDEDPRICE)), 

       to_char(count(L_DISCOUNT)), 

       to_char(count(L_TAX)), 

       to_char(count(L_RETURNFLAG)), 

       to_char(count(L_LINESTATUS)), 

       to_char(count(L_SHIPDATE)), 

       to_char(count(L_COMMITDATE)), 

       to_char(count(L_RECEIPTDATE)), 

       to_char(count(L_SHIPINSTRUCT)), 

       to_char(count(L_SHIPMODE)), 

       to_char(count(L_COMMENT)) 

  from lineitem_syn_aggr_view 

/* NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV,NDV  */   

 

 
 

c) Derives other statistics  such as num_nulls, average column length etc from the partition 
statistics 

d) Uses dbms_stats.setxxx procedures to set the global statistics and global NDV for the 
table and each column. 

 

5.0 Approximate NDV internals 
 
The details of how the approximate NDV algorithm is implemented by 
dbms_sqltune.gather_sql_stats procedure can be traced by running the procedure with event 
10832 set at level 1. By running the script aggregate_ndv_sqltune.sql with event 10832 set, the 
complete step by step implementation is dumped in the trace file. The query that is supplied to 
the dbms_sqltune_internal package in this script is used by dbms_stats to gather table and 
column statistics on table t101. This table t101 has five columns therefore the query has fifteen 
aggregates, count (), max () and min () for each column. The option corresponding to the count 
aggregates is SYN and the option corresponding to the other aggregates is NIL since there is 
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no point running the algorithm over one column multiple times. Therefore there are five 
approximate NDV operations performed for this query and the return XML fragment has fifteen 
nodes. Dbms_stats passes NDV as the option since this is not a partitioned table and therefore 
it does not need to store the synopsis. But to get the complete information in the trace file the 
script aggregate_ndv_sqltune.sql passes option SYN instead of NDV. 

The following description walks through the trace file. 

qerandvAllocate: compute approximation on (10:SSSSS)  …………………………………………1 
 
The above line shows that the APPROXIMATE NDV AGGREGATE (qerandvAllocate) 
rowsource will estimate NDV for five columns (10:SSSSS) and return the hash values in the 
synopsis. If the option supplied was NDV instead of SYN then the line would have read 
10:NNNNN instead of 10:SSSSS 
 

0->sel(0)type(0:synopses/ndv/acl/nonnuls)………………………………………………….1 
1->sel(3)type(1:synopses/ndv/acl/nonnuls)………………………………………………….2 
2->sel(6)type(2:synopses/ndv/acl/nonnuls)………………………………………………….3 
3->sel(9)type(3:synopses/ndv/acl/nonnuls)………………………………………………….4 
4->sel(12)type(4:synopses/ndv/acl/nonnuls)………………………………………………..5 

 

The above lines from the trace file shows, for which selection approximate NDV algorithm will 
be run. It also shows what option was supplied for those selections. The first line says that for 
the first selection (sel (0)) the option supplied was SYN. ( synopses (SYN), ndv (NDV), acl 
(ACL), nonnulls (NIL)). All four options are mentioned since SYN is a superset of all other 
options. As seen from the above lines the selection list count is started from zero. This also 
shows that the approximate NDV algorithm will be applied over five columns at selection 
position 0,3,6,9 and 12. These are the count aggregations over the five columns from table t101 
in the query supplied. It also maps synopsis to the column i.e. the first synopsis corresponds to 
the column in the first aggregation, second synopsis corresponds to the column in the third 
aggregation and so on. 

qerandvInitAll: allocate synopsis for opc:0 
qerandvInitAll: allocate synopsis for opc:1 
qerandvInitAll: allocate synopsis for opc:2 
qerandvInitAll: allocate synopsis for opc:3 
qerandvInitAll: allocate synopsis for opc:4 

 

The above lines show the allocation of memory in PGA for each synopsis by APPROXIMATE 
NDV AGGREGATE (qerandvAllocate) rowsource. One synopsis is allocated for every column. 
Therefore in this case memory for five synopses is allocated. Each line corresponds to the 
memory allocation for a single synopsis. 

qesandvSplit: split    0 to lvl:   1 set:16384 sb:63 sel:1  
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000………….1 
 
+ pos:    0: 1110111111111110101011001101001111011000110011101100101100101011 
-  pos:    1: 0111111111111110010000011011001000000010011000100110001100110001 
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+ pos:    2: 1110111111111101101111000101000001101111011000100011000000111011 
+ pos:    3: 1100000000000001101100000110110011000011101110100110101100011000 
+ pos:    4: 1001111111111111101110011000111010100010110111000101010101111111 
+ pos:    5: 1010000000000011110011110010100100111001101110101111101001010001 
-  pos:    6: 0110000000000011001100000000110111100110111011011010000111010111 
-  pos:    7: 0110000000000011101110101101111010000000010010000000100001101110 
-  pos:    8: 0001000000000011101111011011100000000010000111010010001110100101 
-  pos:    9: 0001000000000011101010101001011111100100110010100100000110111010 
-  pos:  10: 0101000000000011111101101101100101101011100111100110110101101110 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
+ pos: 16379: 1101111111111111001100010001100111110000110011011000110111100010 
-  pos: 16380: 0101111111111110111100101001111111100000100110101000011101110011 
+ pos: 16381: 1001111111111100100000000100011100010101101110101011011111001010 
-  pos: 16382: 0111111111111111011001000110011001111101101000101111000010001101 
+ pos: 16383: 1111111111111111101011010110010001010101000111011100100001001101 

 

During the algorithm run every time a synopsis is split, a section similar to the above is emitted 
in the trace file. The first line (qesandvSplit line) shows the details about the split. The above 
extract shows that synopsis zero is being split for the first time and the split level is set to one 
(lvl: 1). Oracle uses a synopsis size of 16384 (sb: 16384)  i.e. when the synopsis reaches 
16384 hash values it is split and half of the synopsis is discarded. The above extract also makes 
it clear that oracle uses 64bit hash values (sb: 63).  

The above extract is the first split of synopsis zero. Oracle needs to discard half of the synopsis. 
It has chosen to discard the lower half of the domain. This can be seen in the lines below the 
split line. Each hash value in the synopsis is listed below the split line. The hash value in the line 
starting with “+” is kept in the synopsis and the hash value in the line starting with “-“ is 
discarded from the synopsis. Oracle has kept the hash values with the first bit one and 
discarded all the values with first bit zero i.e. it has retained the upper half of the domain and 
discarded the lower half. The bitmap at the end of the first line shows how many leading bits 
need to be one for the hash value to be part of the synopsis after the split. 

qesandvSplit #kept:8275 
pos:    0:1110111111111110101011001101001111011000110011101100101100101011 
pos:    1:1110111111111101101111000101000001101111011000100011000000111011 
pos:    2:1100000000000001101100000110110011000011101110100110101100011000 
pos:    3:1001111111111111101110011000111010100010110111000101010101111111 
pos:    4:1010000000000011110011110010100100111001101110101111101001010001 
pos:    5:1101000000000000111010010110100111111110010000010110101101001101 
pos:    6:1001000000000011101001010100010110010001000011001011001000011011 
pos:    7:1101000000000000001100011011110000001100010001111100010011110011 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
pos: 8271:1110111111111110010101010100110010011000111011100110110101100110 
pos: 8272:1101111111111111001100010001100111110000110011011000110111100010 
pos: 8273:1001111111111100100000000100011100010101101110101011011111001010 
pos: 8274:1111111111111111101011010110010001010101000111011100100001001101 

 

The above lines are emitted after every split. It shows how many values were left in the 

synopsis after the split. In the above split 8275 values were left (qesandvSplit #kept:8275). The 
trace file then goes on to print every hash value left in the synopsis. 
 
The above two section of split and kept are repeated each time a synopsis is split. Following are 
the split lines emitted in the trace file for the example in consideration. 
 
 

qesandvSplit: split    0 to lvl:   1 set:16384 sb:63 sel:1      
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8275  
qesandvSplit: split    2 to lvl:   1 set:16384 sb:63 sel:1      
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8189  
qesandvSplit: split    3 to lvl:   1 set:16384 sb:63 sel:1      
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8239  
qesandvSplit: split    4 to lvl:   1 set:16384 sb:63 sel:1      
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8188  
qesandvSplit: split    0 to lvl:   2 set:16384 sb:62 sel:3      
1100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8157  
qesandvSplit: split    2 to lvl:   2 set:16384 sb:62 sel:3      
1100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8261  
qesandvSplit: split    4 to lvl:   2 set:16384 sb:62 sel:3      
1100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8204  
qesandvSplit: split    3 to lvl:   2 set:16384 sb:62 sel:3      
1100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8243  
qesandvSplit: split    1 to lvl:   1 set:16384 sb:63 sel:1      
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8275  
qesandvSplit: split    1 to lvl:   2 set:16384 sb:62 sel:3      
1100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8157  
qesandvSplit: split    4 to lvl:   3 set:16384 sb:61 sel:7      
1110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
qesandvSplit #kept:8249 
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qerandvGatherSqlStats: sel:0 mode:S                …………………………………………….1 

 

qerandvWriteXML sel:0 -> id:0                      …………………………………………….2 

|  column   |  #split       |    ndv        |    sndv       |  #nonnuls     | 

|       0   |       2       |      0        |    50536      |   1000000     | 

 

qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:2 set:12634 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                     HashValue                          Frequency 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

          12831802804242087935                           y~HÃnðá· 

          16167821050484359167                           y~HÃnðá· 

          01789720994933211139                           y~HÃnðá· 

          …………………………………………………..                          ……………….. 

          …………………………………………………..                          ……………….. 

          …………………………………………………..                          ……………….. 

          …………………………………………………..                          ……………….. 

                      00991047784273199103                           y~HÃnðá· 
 

qerandvGatherSqlStats: sel:13 mode:_                ……………………………………………..3 

 

At the end of the process, the above section (All the lines except Line 3) is emitted for each 
column. Line 1 shows that this section is for column in first position in the select list and the 
option supplied for this column was SYN (sel:0 mode:S). Line 2 shows that xml fragment is 

being written for first column and the corresponding synopsis (qerandvWriteXML sel:0 -> 

id:0).  The three lines below Line 2 show the statistics calculated by the algorithm. It shows 

that the synopsis was split twice and the number of hash values left at the end was 12634 
(qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:2 set:12634),number of not null values are 1000000 

and approximate number of distinct values for the column is 50536 ( ). Since option 
supplied was SYN, the hash values in the synopsis are also written into the XML. The hash 
values and their frequencies are also listed in this section. So far I have not been able to 
ascertain why the frequency values are unreadable. If the option supplied was NDV instead of 
SYN, the only difference would be that the list of hash values is absent from the trace file, since 
with this option the hash values are not returned to the caller. For each column with 
corresponding option SYN, similar section is emitted. For the columns with corresponding option 
as NIL only a single line is emitted. This single line is shown in Line 3 in the above extract. This 
line is for column in position thirteen in the selection list (sel:13 mode:_). 

Dumping stream from 0 to 1197000 

---------------------------------- 

 

0000:  60 115 101 108 101  99 116  95 108 105 115 116  95 105 116 101 109  62  60 112    <select_list_item><p 

0020: 111 115  62  48  60  47 112 111 115  62  60 118  97 108 117 101  62  57  57  55    os>0</pos><value>997 

0040:  53  56  52  60  47 118  97 108 117 101  62  60 114 111 119  99 110 116  62  49    584</value><rowcnt>1 

0060:  48  48  48  48  48  48  60  47 114 111 119  99 110 116  62  60 115 112 108 105    000000</rowcnt><spli 

0080: 116  62  50  60  47 115 112 108 105 116  62  60 110 100 118  62  53  48  53  51    t>2</split><ndv>5053 

0100:  54  60  47 110 100 118  62  60 110 111 110 110 117 108 108 115  62  49  48  48    6</ndv><nonnulls>100 

0120:  48  48  48  48  60  47 110 111 110 110 117 108 108 115  62  60 114 115 105 122    0000</nonnulls><rsiz 

………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………. 

1196760:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196780:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 
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1196800:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196820:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196840:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196860:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196880:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196900:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196920:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196940:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196960:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

1196980:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    .................... 

 

The second last section of the trace file consists of the above extract. The complete xml 
fragment is dumped into the trace file before returning it to the caller. 
 

|  column       |  #split       |    ndv        |    sndv       |  #nonnuls     | 

qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:2 set:12634 

|       0       |       2       |       50536   |     1000000   |    3787920    |          0    | 

qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:2 set:12634 

|       1       |       2       |       50536   |     1000000   |    3787920    |          0    | 

qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:2 set:12634 

|       2       |       2       |       50536   |     1000000   |    3788721    |          0    | 

qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:2 set:10573 

|       3       |       2       |       42292   |     1000000   |    3631171    |          0    | 

qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:3 set:8431 

|       4       |       3       |       67448   |     1000000   |    3351417    |          0    | 

 

The trace file ends with a final report on all the columns over which it has run the approximate 
NDV algorithm. This report is shown in the above extract. It shows that number of times the 
synopsis was split and the number of hash values finally left in each synopsis 
(qesandvGetApproximateStats  lvl:2 set:12634). It also shows a columnar report of all the 
statistics calculated for these columns. From my testing it looks like the headings of these 
columns is wrong. The heading for the third column should have been sndv instead of ndv, 
heading for the fourth column should have been #nonnulls instead of sndv, heading for fifth 
column should have been rsize instead of #nonnulls and the heading for the last column should 
have been ndv. 
 

6.0 Conclusion 
 
It is evident that the new synopses based algorithms for deriving NDV is far more accurate and 
efficient than the previously used sampling algorithms. This algorithm also results in high 
accuracy rate for other statistics too. This paper also showed how oracle extended this 
algorithm to deriver very accurate global NDV without scanning the table again. So there is no 
more any need to play with different estimate percentages, and it is rather preferable to use the 
automatic sample size since that triggers the use of these new algorithms.   

This paper has also showed how one can use dbms_sqltune_internal.gather_sql_stats 
procedure to use this algorithm in cases where Oracle does not use it. Once such case would 
be to derive partition NDV by merging sub-partition synopses 


